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Now Carrying NEW PRODUCTS

Natural Stone Line
• Bluestone
• Wallstone
• Flagstone

We NOW stock RAINBIRD
IRRIGATION SUPPLIES

TOP SOIL • PEA GRAVEL • MULCH
DECORATIVE STONE • PAVERS
FIRE PITS • OUTDOOR KITCHENS

FREE
DELIVERY
with any purchase
of $250 or more

Top Soil • Mulch • Pea Gravel
Decorative Stone
Within 5 mi. radius. With coupon. Limit 1 coupon per order.
Coupons cannot be combined. Expires 6/15/17.
Retail customers only.

YOUR OFFICIAL YARD WASTE DROP-OFF SITE!
17630 Nassau Commons Blvd. · 1/2 Mile West of Five Points, Rt. 9

302.644.7602

OPEN: Mon. - Fri. 7am - 5pm. Call for Saturday hours
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Proven Dependability
Toro has a long history of serving the turf industry, and we’re one of the best-known, most trusted in the business.
25268 Governors Stockley Road • Georgetown, DE 19947
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HYDROPONICS

No dirt
necessary
Greenhouses thrive
on water, nutrients
By Lara Buckheit
Special to the Cape Gazette

T

he key to fresher produce is to
leave dirt behind.
Sounds odd, right? It’s not. It’s
actually called hydroponics, and according to Bill Jordan, owner of Fresh
Harvest Hydroponics, it’s the future.
Hydroponic gardening is described
as a subset of hydroculture. Basically,
plants are grown without soil with
mineral nutrient solutions in a water
solvent.
Fresh Harvest Hydroponics (Formerly B&C Hydroponics), is located
at 25345 Gravel Hill Road in Millsboro.
The business has been supplying
flavorful and non-genetically modified
(GMO) produce to the coast and various Farmer’s Markets.
“Founding my hydroponics business
was actually an accident,” said Jordan.
“I really wanted to make alcohol fuel,
but when I realized it was a 10-yearturnaround, I decided it wasn’t worth
the investment.”
Learning that the mesh was used for
hydroponics, he began researching.
Jordan visited three or four separate
facilities and knew he could become a
hydroponic gardener.
“Everything was so pretty, and I just
knew,” he added. “I didn’t even need
someone to build my greenhouse; I
did it myself with my background in
construction and electric.
After traveling to New York to complete a hydroponics gardening course,
he began his journey.
“I learned that a plant that grows
in the ground isn’t getting all of its
nutrients. The roots can only reach
out so far and they can only absorb
what they’re touching. How long will
that last? In hydroponics, we’re bring
the nutrient to the root, not the root to

SUBMITTED PHOTOS

EACH OF THE GREENHOUSES at Fresh Harvest Hydroponics holds roughly 4,000 units.

the nutrient.”
Jordan describes hydroponic gardening as working water.
“In hydroponics, the water is our
soil,” he said. “The thing is that
because the water is your soil, it’s
constantly flowing across the roots of
your plants.”
Any drastic changes in your water
are going to affect your plants negatively.
Jordan tests the water in his greenhouses twice a day because it’s
important to monitor the acidity of the
water.

“Even though I’m on well water, the
pH is very acidic,” he said. “For humans, neutral is seven, but for plants,
it’s six.”
He invested in a $4,000 water conditioning system to remove any and all
“garbage” from his water.
“After the conditioning system runs
its course, I have my water tested at
Clemson University. Then I can put
all of the nutrients back into the water
so that my plants have exactly what
they’re going to need to grow,” Jordan
said.
Continued on page 8
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www.theclosetworks.net
The Closet Works DE/MD

At The Closet Works,
we don’t cut corners like
our competition,

WE GO
AROUND THEM!

• Custom Closets
• Garages
• Laundry Rooms
• Pantries
• Entertainment Centers
• And More...
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Visit our “Showcloset” to see the difference!
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WE WILL BEAT ANY COMPETITOR’S PRICE,
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CALL TODAY TO GET A FREE IN-HOUSE ESTIMATE
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Hydroponics
Continued from page 6

You can grow anything hydroponically from leafy plants like spinach to
larger plants like peppers and eggplants, even vine crops like tomatoes.
“I used to do tomatoes,” Jordan
recalled. “They taste so much better
when grown hydroponically, but so
many people are growing them now.”
Going into his twelfth year of business, Jordan stressed the fact that he
does not use GMOs with his hydroponics.
“I do not use GMOs with my hydroponics or spray the produce with any
sort of pesticides or herbicides,” he
said.
The proof is in the roots! “I see
what other people’s plants look like,
and I see issues. I can tell by looking at the roots. Healthy roots will be
white to a light beige color, if they’re
brown or milky there are some issues
and they’re lacking some nutrient or
they’ve been modified.”
Instead of using pesticides, Jordan
lets bugs take care of bug problems.
“I just released fourteen hundred
ladybugs the other day,” he recalls.
“They will keep your plants so clean
because they’re some gracious eaters.”
Anyone can become a hydroponic
gardener if they take the time to learn
the process. Jordan recommends gaining experience by getting a part-time
job at a hydroponic facility.
“You learn from experience, honestly,” he said. “Take a class. But there
are books out there and things you can
read. They’ll tell you everything.”
Whether growing produce hydroponically for yourself and your
neighbors, semi-commercially or commercially, hydroponic gardening is an
upcoming trend that is here to stay.
Fresh Harvest Hydroponics grows
year-around and is currently in the
process of adding two more climatecontrolled greenhouses, to have a total
of four. Each of his greenhouses holds
roughly 4,000 units.
“There’s a plant every eight inches,
in every direction; except for the aisle
down the middle,” Jordan claimed.
Find Jordan at any local market on
the peninsula or learn more about
Fresh Harvest Hydroponics by visiting
their Facebook page or calling 301-6432487. _
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Let the Sun
shine in....

on your
new floor!

Creating a room you love and have worked hard for, often
begins with the floor. Family room, bedroom or kitchen, we
have a floor to fit your lifestyle.

We take each phase of your purchasing process seriously from your flooring choice to the installation and
cleanup. With Trained, Certified Installers, our clients can
depend on a beautifully finished look for years to come.

The name you’ve trusted in flooring for over 30 years.

302-644-8772
Visit our showroom at Wescoats Corner & Savannah Rd. (behind Walgreens)
or on our website at www.fehrenbachs.com
Open Monday - Friday 10 - 5 • Saturday 10 - 2
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Best Ace is Now the
Place for Toro Mowers
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GARDENING

Superstars of the patio
How does your garden grow? If you’re like a lot of people without a yard, each season
you’ll attempt to cultivate a garden on your deck or patio. Here are some proven winners.

Gardenias
Plant gardenias near a deck or window
where you can enjoy the flowers’
fragrance.

Sunflowers
Showy sunflowers will grow just about
anywhere that gets great, full sun.

Geranium
Geranium is a diverse plant that thrives
in a range of conditions, from full sun to
shade.

Bamboo
Create a cool, zen-like patio with bamboo. And the best part is you can keep it
small, or let it grow, grow, grow!

Herbs

Jasmine

Herbs thrive on sunlight, so there’s really
no better place to grow them than a
patio.

Bring a little bit of the tropics to your
outdoor space by growing jasmine. The
scent alone is enough to transport you to
somewhere far, far away.
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Stop weeds
before they
take over

F

ew things can be as troublesome
to gardeners and landscapers as
weeds. Weeds seemingly spring
up overnight and can quickly overrun
lawns and/or garden beds. Landscaping enthusiasts may spend countless
hours and weekends coping with
weeds without truly getting to the root
of the problem. However, preventing
weed growth need not be so difficult.
According to the experts at This Old
House and The Family Handyman, the
secret to preventing weeds is to maintain a thick, healthy lawn. A vigorously
growing lawn will crowd out weeds
and block the sun weed seeds need
to germinate and thrive. As a result,
fewer herbicides may be needed and
homeowners can spend less times
on their hands and knees pulling out
weeds.

PREVENTING WEED GROWTH need not be so difficult.

Mow at the right height
Crabgrass is a notoriously virulent
weed that can quickly snuff out blades
of grass. Crabgrass likes hot, dry conditions, and it only takes one plant to
spread the seeds that can overtake the
lawn.
Preventing these conditions can
stop crabgrass from flourishing.

Mowing at higher heights and leaving
grass blades taller can shade the soil,
helping to prevent the germination
of crabgrass. Shady conditions also
will help the soil retain moisture and
prevent the arid conditions crabgrass
likes so much.
Continued on page 13

Top Soil
Sand & Stone
Natural Mulch
Decorative Stone

302-945-8900
DELIVERY AVAILABLE

Mulch

with purchase of 6 yds or more
(Local Delivery Only)
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Weeds

Continued from page 12

Water deeply
Weeds are accustomed to growing
in adverse conditions, including especially hot temperatures. When such
conditions arise, weeds establish deep
roots while the roots of the grass can
easily die off. Instead, when watering,
wet the soil to a depth of four to six
inches. This helps grass to establish
strong root systems that will help
lawns overpower pesky weeds.

Time weed killers
Whether you manually remove
weeds or apply weed killers, timing is
key. Combat weeds in the early spring
before they have a time to fully form
and start proliferating through seed
dispersement. Once seeds spread,
their growth is difficult to control.
Recognize that no single herbicide
or weeding tactic will work for every
type of weed. Broadleaf weeds, like
dandelions, unwanted grasses, and
sedges are the three most common

types of weeds. Homeowners will have
to adapt based on the type of weed
that is most prevalent in their lawns.

Watch fertilizer amounts
Strike a balance with fertilizer, find-

ing the right amount to deliver continuous nutrition to the lawn, but not
overfeed it so that weeds can thrive.
Many lawns only require fertilizer
once or twice annually, in the autumn
and spring. a

Bring The Outdoors Indoors...Year-Round!
COME SEE US AT OUR SHOWROOM
AT 16083 NEW ROAD AND SAVE

By

Ron Simmons has helped
your neighbors improve their
homes for the last 38 years

FREE HVAC
WITH PURCHASE OF
PORCH OR SUNROOM

Exp.
8/31/17

Choose Our Custom Tailored Vinyl
or Glass Enclosures:
Convert Your Screen Porch
Build From The Ground Up
3 Or 4 Season
Locally Owned and Operated

Lewes, DE • 302-644-6540 • TOLL FREE 866-644-6540 • www.patiosystems.com
Open: Mon. - Fri. 9 - 5 • Saturday 10 - 4 • Sunday - By appointment only
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The smart way
to borrow.

K

eeping up with kitchen styles
and trends has been the livelihood of Kitchen Solutionz
owners Ron Reichert and Bob DiToto
for more than two decades. Now
entering their 22nd year in Rehoboth
Beach, Reichert and DiToto have witnessed an endless evolution of kitchen
designs and styles. Some styles have
been inspired by TV shows like
HGTV and various social media platforms. But they claim there’s another
factor in play when it comes to deciding on the look of their new kitchen.
“Many people who are either relocating to the area or have weekend
homes here want something different
yet simple,” said Reichert. “Unlike
their kitchens back home, people are
looking for something less traditional,
a less complicated look and feel. They
also want unique elements that give
some edge to the design.”
“Our business is the only kitchen
dealership in the area to offer both
new cabinets and cabinet refacing,”
said DiToto. “Cabinet refacing has
been a core niche for us and works
very well for those looking to update
the look of their kitchen without the
disruption of a total renovation. It
also takes a much softer bite from the
budget, up to 50 percent, and the work
time is 2 to 4 days.”
Cabinet refacing is a great alternative if the following conditions exist.
The cabinets need to be in good
structural shape and the layout should
be functional for the homeowner.
Adding cabinets to an existing kitchen
can be accomplished with refacing as
well as new hardware and organizers.
There is an unbelievable assortment of
door styles and colors to choose from.
Continued on page 23

Apply for a Home
Equity Loan today.

4.00

%
A.P.R.

with NO CLOSING COSTS*
NMLS# 431561

220 Washington St
Millsboro, DE
302-934-1239

35742 Atlantic Ave.
Ocean View, DE
302-537-5474

*Annual Percentage Rate (APR) effective as of 2/07/17. Monthly loan payment per $1,000 at 4.00% APR $7.40 for 180 months
for a first lien. Max Loan Term is 15 years. Total LTV 80% or less. This offer is available for owner-occupied, single family
residences. Subject to credit approval. Property and flood insurance may be required. Payment quoted does not include taxes
and insurance. Rates subject to change without notice.
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DECLUTTERING

Consider climate-controlled self storage

T

emperature control can help
to prevent damage when items
are stored in a storage facility,
especially for those items particularly
sensitive to temperature and humidity fluctuations, such as wood, leather
and upholstered furniture (sofas,
chairs, nightstands, dressers, entertainment centers, dining room sets,
etc), antiques, hotos, albums, books,
collections (stamps, coins, collectibles
and sentimental items), bedding and
mattresses, clothing, electronics, metal
appliances, personal and business
documents, sports equipment, artwork
and musical instruments.
Damage to these items, when not
stored in a climate controlled environment, may include warping, cracking,
rotting, mold and mildew, rusting and
fabric/leather degradation, which
can cause permanent damage to your
valuables.
Continued on page 20

PHOTOS COURTESY OF DELAWARE BEACH STORAGE CENTER

CLIMATE-CONTROLLED STORAGE significantly reduces the risks of damage to your goods
by using heating and cooling units to keep the temperature more consistent at a level well
above freezing and below 80 degrees.

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!

Your one-stop shop for all your nursery
and outdoor living products.

13418 Seashore Hwy • Georgetown, DE 19947
Phone: 302-337-9833
Email: Sue_plantretrievers@yahoo.com
www.PlantRetrievers.com
All Your Landscape & Hardscape Needs
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Delaware’s Most Experienced C.A.C. – “Certified Aquascape Contractor”

We are a Full-Service Contractor
Specializing in Waterscapes
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FOR TRUE GREEN THUMB bragging rights, grow your garden from scratch. Just be sure you know the tricks of the trade.

How to plant your garden from scratch

P

lanting a garden from scratch
can sound like a daunting task,
especially for those who are
new to the hobby. But with the right
knowledge, you can plan a successful,
fruitful green space and expect to have
a great harvest.
One way to get a head start on
your garden is to start your seedlings
indoors and then transplant them later
into an outdoor garden. This time-tested technique can save you hundreds of
dollars annually, as young plants at a
nursery can be pricey. Here are some
tips and tricks to make the most of this
method:
• Don’t start your indoor plants too
soon. They can grow in about four
weeks or less if you use a high-quality
garden starter. Check seed packages to
learn when to plant outdoors in your
area, and then start them indoors one
month earlier to your transplanting
date outdoors.
• Consider using a seed-starting
system that takes some of the gardening guesswork out of the equation. For
example, the Aerogarden Seed Start-

ing system allows you to start up to 66
seedlings indoors with no dirt or mess,
nurturing seeds with optimal amounts
of water and nutrients for reliable germination and healthy growth.
• Add new nutrients to the seedlings
every two weeks and keep the water
at full level. Feeding your plants more
than the recommended amount will
not make them grow faster. In fact, it
could hurt the plants.
ONE WAY TO GET A HEAD START ON
YOUR GARDEN IS TO START YOUR
SEEDLINGS INDOORS AND THEN
TRANSPLANT THEM LATER INTO AN
OUTDOOR GARDEN.
• Before transplanting, seedlings
need to be hardened off. Skipping
this step will almost certainly result
in some or all of your plants dying.
Hardening off seedlings eases their
transition to the outdoors, where they
will be exposed to the elements. The

process involves gradually exposing
plants to the outdoors, protecting
them from full sunlight, temperature
variations and wind.
• Don’t let sprouts get too big before
transplanting them outdoors. Ideally
they should be about 4-6 inches tall. If
possible, wait to plant your seedlings
on a cool, cloudy day.
If your seedlings get too large before
weather will allow transplanting
outdoors, transplant them into small
pots with high quality potting soil.
Keep fully watered in a sunny space
until weather permits transplanting
outdoors.
• After transplanting seedlings outdoors, be sure to water them daily for
the first two weeks, especially if the
weather is dry and sunny.
• Save and reuse your seed starter
tray for the next season. Once the
spring plants have been transplanted
outdoors, you will be free to get a head
start on your summer crop.
More tips to start your own seedlings can be found at www.Aerogarden.com. _
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Shabby Chic&So Unique
Create the vintage vibe you love with our
beautiful selection of home furnishings & decor.
We’ll even refinish your furniture for that charming cottage look!

Hours: Thursday - Saturday 10-6 • Sunday 11-5 • Monday 10-6

302.242.0534

HauteInteriorsDE@gmail.com
facebook.com/hauteinteriorsde

Hours: Monday - Saturday 10-6 • Sunday 11-5

302.233.1858

SalvagedFurnitureParlour.com
facebook.com/salvagedfurnitureparlour

17370 COASTAL HWY, LEWES, DE 19958
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Storage
Continued from page 16

Temperature control can
help to prevent damage
when items are stored
in a storage facility,
especially for those items
particularly sensitive
to temperature and
humidity fluctuations.

Advantages of climate control
Non-climate controlled storage follows the current outdoor temperature
and humidity closely and fluctuates
accordingly. The interior of these
types of units can have temperatures
that far exceed the outdoor temperature due to exposure to sun and
extreme weather. While basic self
storage is sufficient for some things,
it’s not the right choice for most
household items.
Climate controlled storage significantly reduces the risk of damage
to your goods by using heating and
cooling units to keep the temperature
more consistent at a level well above
freezing and below 80 degrees.
Benefits of climate controlled storage include the following:
Protection from extreme temperature fluctuations and the (sometimes
permanent) damage that causes, and
protection from outdoor humidity- if
there is too much moisture in the air

valuables may be damaged and will remain damp, which will promote mold
and mildew growth.
Protection from dust and poor
air quality: Standard storage units
aren’t typically sealed the same way a
climate controlled units are. Because
the air in a climate controlled storage facility is constantly circulated, it
remains clean.
Climate-controlled storage usually
has a slightly higher cost than traditional storage. The added cost is often
insignificant and usually outweighed

by the peace of mind you’re given
knowing your items are protected
from seasonal changes, and the cost
of having to replace all of your goods
if they are damaged in non-climate
controlled storage. a
Rehoboth resident Timarie Thompson and her
husband Blair are the owners of Delaware Beach
Storage Center in Lewes, DE. Delaware Beach
Storage Center is a brand new, state of the art climate
controlled self-storage facility conveniently located
just off Route 1, one mile north of Five Points. For
more information on Delaware Beach Storage Center
go to debeachstorage.com.
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Natural tips to beat seasonal
respiratory health challenges

S

pring and summer can be particularly difficult times of year
for those with respiratory health
challenges, when simple activities like
gardening, walking the dog and reading a book on the patio can cause itching, wheezing, sneezing and trouble
breathing.
“It is all about improving one’s immune function in response to environmental factors, which can mean
the difference between perpetual
discomfort and a happy, vital spring
and summer,” says Kelly Heim, PhD,
senior director of Scientific Affairs at
Pure Encapsulations, a leading manufacturer of dietary supplements.

Something sweet
Honey isn’t just delicious; it can be
therapeutic, potentially helping you to
alleviate seasonal symptoms. However, it is important you select honey
produced in your local area for this
strategy to work.

MARCH 24, 2017

You should also know that this
immunotherapeutic approach won’t
protect against all the causes of respiratory health challenges.

natural killer cell activation, B cell
and T cell function, and salivary
levels. The quercetin, hesperidin and
vitamin C in the supplement provide
additional support for stabilizing mast
cells that can release histamines and
exacerbate respiratory issues. More
information can be found at PureEncapsulations.com/alleressentials.

Dietary supplements

Practical considerations

Your nutritional intake can have a
large impact on the way you feel in
spring. Consider a dietary supplement designed to support both innate
and adaptive immune response. For
example, Pure Encapsulations AllerEssentials with EpiCor contains a
blend of nutrients and herbal extracts
designed to promote healthy immune
function in response to environmental
factors.
Research suggests that it enhances

While building up your immune
response is crucial, you can make your
home a healthy oasis with a few practical considerations.
Create a makeshift mudroom or
landing zone in your foyer. Remove
shoes and outer layers when you get
home, and ask your guests to do the
same upon arrival.
Keep your bedroom particularly protected from the outdoors, for example,
don’t toss the same jeans and clothing
that have been on a picnic blanket on
your bedspread.
Wash your hair in the evening before going to sleep, particularly after
a day in the garden, and remember to
change and launder your pillows and
linens regularly. _

“IT’S ALL ABOUT IMPROVING ONE’S
IMMUNE FUNCTION IN RESPONSE TO
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS.”
- DR. KELLY HEIM

East Coast Garden Center is not just a nursery...

IT IS A DESTINATION!
SAVE THE DATE:
Sat., April 8:
Vendor Showcase
Sat., April 22:
Beebe Health Fair
Sat., April 29:
Flower Festival

302-945-3489 | www.eastcoastgardencenter.com
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Our Porch Enclosure!

Continued from page 14
Reichert and DiToto will be glad to
show you the styles in their showroom
and review the refacing process in
person.
Bathroom vanities are perfect candidates for refacing.
There’s no need to bother with the
expense of disconnecting and reconnecting plumbing. In some cases it
takes the worry out of wondering if
the new vanity will fit the footprint
of the old one in the case where new
flooring has been added after the vanity was installed.
Kitchen Solutionz offers a large selection of countertops, hardware and
organizers.
Their showroom is located in
Henlopen Square Mall on Rehoboth
Avenue and are open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday to Friday and by appointment
on Saturday. Call 227-5544 for an appointment. a

SHOW
SPECIAL!
FREE FLOORING
OR UP TO
$

3,000
OFF*

*Limited Time Offer! Call for full details.
®

Best
at the
Beach!

Offers not valid on prior sales or
combined with other offers.

AWNING
SUPER SALE!

Stop at our booth for details!

302-732-9860 or 877-251-0080

We specialize in:
Cabinets, Painting, Built-Ins, Bonus Rooms, Finished Basements, Trim,
Chair Rails, Crown Moldings, Wainscoting, Baseboards, Wet Bars & Closets

delmarvasunrooms.com
Route 113 and Clayton Avenue (Rt 26),
Dagsboro, DE

Paint · Trim · Remodel
(302) 381-0802
HayesCustomlnteriors.com
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Since 1926

REHOBOTH BEACH
302-727-5643

INDOOR/OUTDOOR
FIREPLACES
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Visit our beautiful
Rehoboth Beach
Showroom

WILMINGTON
302-658-5186

Wood & Gas Fireplaces
Outdoor Kitchens & Hardscaping
Fire Pits · Pergolas
Indoor & Outdoor Fireplaces
Gas Lighting · Grills · Pavers
And More

Call NOW for your

FREE

ESTIMATE!
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ROOFING
CHIMNEY & GUTTER

Shingle & Flat Roofs
Repair & Replacements
Chimney Repairs,
Liners & Cleanings

Patios / Pavers
Outdoor Kitchens
Built-In Outdoor Bars
Outdoor Grills

HARDSCAPING

Since 1926
wertzandco.com · info@wertzandco.com
REHOBOTH BEACH

WILMINGTON

20845 Coastal Highway
302-727-5643

116 Valley Road
302-658-5186

20845 Coastal Hwy. (S. of Canal Bridge), Rehoboth Beach, DE
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ANNUAL FESTIVAL

Time to tiptoe through tulips in Lewes

THE EIGHTH ANNUAL Lewes Tulip Celebration will be held April 6-15.

Spring-themed events
slated throughout city

T

he Lewes Chamber of Commerce’s Eighth Annual Lewes
Tulip Celebration will be blossoming on April 6-15. It is a partnership with Lewes in Bloom, The Lewes
Historical Society, Lewes Parks & Recreation Commission, the Zwaanendael
Museum, the Historic Lewes Farmers Market and new participants, the
Lewes Chamber restaurant members
participating in the inaugural Lewes
TWO-Lips Culinary week. The broadbased committee, chaired by chambermember and Mayor Ted Becker, is
working on all aspects of the multifaceted event. This year’s celebration
is receiving financial sponsorship by
chamber-member Fulton Bank for the

fifth consecutive year.
The timing of the tulips’ appearance is an inexact science and to that
end the committee has expanded the
time frame of the event to enhance the

chances that the tulips will be visible
during the event. The event dates
(April 6-15) span two weekends with
Continued on page 34

Inaugural TWO-Lips Culinary
Week to showcase local cuisine
The inaugural Lewes TWO-Lips
Culinary Week is collaboration with
the Lewes Chamber of Commerce
and its members in the restaurant
and food service sectors, located
within the 19958 zip code.
The event is chaired by chamber
board member Rich Garrahan, coowner of the Crooked Hammock
Brewery. Each participating business will identity a specialty menu

offering that will be available from
Thursday, April 6 to Thursday, April
13. Patrons who order this item will
fill out a raffle form that will enter
them in the contest with all the others who order these items during
the culinary week.
Grand prize drawing will include
an overnight stay in Lewes with gift
certificates. A list of businesses will
be available closer to the event.
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Keep birds safe while
you spruce up garden

Y

ou may not realize it, but the
average residential property can
be hazardous to local wildlife
unless proper precautions are taken.
An estimated 98 million birds are
killed annually in the U.S. when colliding with windows, according to
Western Ecosystems Technology,
making your home a potential death
trap during migratory season. However, there are steps you can take to
not only protect the birds whose flight
path traverses your yard and garden,
but also offer them a safe place to rest
and feed – adding natural beauty for
your garden.
Start by making glass visible to birds
by applying safety decals to window
exteriors every few feet. Remember
sliding glass doors as well.
To maintain the look of your home
and your own view out the window,

use decals that are unobtrusive to the
human eye, but contain a component
that reflects ultraviolet sunlight.
Because the UV reflectivity may
fade over time based on exposure,
replace the decals every four months
and reapply the liquid every three
months.
Schock also points out that if you
want migratory birds to stay awhile,
you may want to consider avoiding
the use of pesticides that kill insects
which are their natural food source. A
strategically placed bird feeder - either
within three feet of a window or over
30 feet away in order to prevent bird
strikes - can provide nourishment and
energy to hungry birds. Ideally, bird
feeders will be placed well away from
where prey may be lurking, such as
bushes and trees.
If you own cats, you should also be

mindful of their danger to birds and
monitor your cats’ time spent outdoors
to ensure they are not hunting your
feathered friends.
“Birds play a valuable role in our
ecosystem,” says Schock. “Protecting
them from the hazards humans have
created will not only save lives, but
will improve your local environment,
too.” _

DEPENDABLE and KNOWLEDGEABLE
agent seeks customers looking for
real PROTECTION and long term
RELATIONSHIP.
SINGLE, ARTSY LADY SEEKS SINGLE ARTSY GUY. If you
love painting, decorating, baking and knitting, we are a match. Please
be over 30 and willing to take art classes.

Jeanine O’Donnell, Agent
16583 Coastal Hwy
Lewes, DE 19958
Bus: 302-644-3276
www.lewesinsurance.com

1101201.1

FATHER OF EIGHT seeks energetic
lady. Must love kids, be fit and ready to
jump in and join the fun. Military training
ADVENTUROUS CAT LOVER
seeks adventurous cat owner. Please
be employed and willing to relocate.
Especially fond of black and white tuxedo
cats. All responses will be answered.
GRANOLA EATING, CAMP
LOVING, WORLD TRAVELER
woman of my dreams. Must be fit and love
spending days and nights outdoors in the

Look no further.
Having one special person for your car, home and life insurance lets
you get down to business with the rest of your life. It’s what I do.
GET TO A BETTER STATE™.
CALL ME TODAY.

State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company, State Farm Indemnity Company, State Farm Fire and Casualty Company,
State Farm General Insurance Company, Bloomington, IL
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Invasive and threatening!
Many plant species
can be destructive

I

ntroducing chemicals or pollution
into the environment can compromise an ecosystem. However,
seemingly harmless non-native plants
and animals can do just as much damage as well. Many people might be
surprised to learn that invasive species
can cause turmoil in the environment,
even contributing to the destruction of
certain ecosystems. Certain invaders
are more virulent than others.
Non-native species of animals and
plants are like enemy marauders.
They may look like the other wildlife
around, but they do not quite meld
with the environment. When the
ecosystem is not equipped to handle a
non-native species, these species can
quickly consume all of the resources
and multiply so quickly that they ef-

fectively obliterate the native species.
Many non-native species of
plants and animals become
problematic when they are
put into an environment
inadvertently, such as when
they hitch a ride
on other items.
Plant life may be
brought home
from a vacation
abroad, or new animals can be introduced
to the environment if
they escape as pets. Shipping vessels can bring back
microscopic sea creatures,
and insects have been known to hitchhike on various modes of travel. Although efforts are made to prevent
new species from invading an area,
it's impossible to catch everything.
Continued on page 30

1-877-208-2039
One-Day Installation 1

Seamless Wall

Certified Technicians

Lifetime Warranty2

Schedule an appointment by 4/30/17

SAVE $600
WE’LL INSTALL

A FREE SOAP DISH**
Applies to a complete bath system
from Bath Fitter.* CODE: 13323

See before & after pictures online at

bfsave.com/local
1Tub-to-shower conversions and fiberglass replacements typically require a two-day installation. 2Lifetime warranty valid for as long as you own your home. Subject to limitations. See location for details.
*Offer must be presented and used at time of estimate only. May not be combined with other offers or applied to previous purchases. Valid only at select locations. **Limited to one (1) free soap dish per
installation. Soap dish choices include: Standard, Half Moon, or Twin. Fixtures and features may be different than pictured. Accessories pictured are not included. Plumbing work done by P.U.L.S.E.
Plumbing. Daniel Paul Hemshrodt MD MPL #17499, Richard D. Reustle Jr. NJ MPL #10655, Richard D. Reustle Jr. DE MPL #PL-0002303, Richard D. Reustle Jr. MD MPL #82842, Daniel Paul Hemshrodt VA
MPL #2710064024 , PA HIC #PA017017, NJ HIC #13VH03073000, WV HIC #WV053085, MD HIC #129346, VA HIC #2705155694. Each Franchise Independently Owned And Operated By Bath Saver, Inc.
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Serving the Entire Delmarva Peninsula
ROOFING SIDING WINDOWS DOORS
ADDITIONS GUTTERS SERVICE
FREE REPLACEMENT ESTIMATES
The Shore’s Only Memphis Wood Fire Grills
Authorized Dealer!
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n
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VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS AT
34634 BAY CROSSING BLVD, LEWES, DE 19958 | 32221 BEAVER RUN DR, SALISBURY, MD 21804
Delaware: 302.703.6754 | Salisbury: 855.375.0840 | Easton: 410.822.0952
SpicerBros.com

MHIC#126369
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Invasive
Continued from page 28

Because these plants and animals
likely have no natural predators in
their new surroundings, they can
reproduce much faster and take over.
The following are just a few of the
globally invasive plants and animals
that can threaten local ecosystems.
· Asian tiger mosquito: Spring
and summertime outings have remained forever changed thanks to this
highly invasive mosquito. Its distinctive black and white stripe pattern
helps the Asian tiger mosquito stand
out from others. Native to tropical and
subtropical areas of Southeast Asia,
scientists believe it has quickly become one of the planet's most widelydistributed animal species, spreading
to at least 28 countries in a matter of
20 years. It's believed these mosquitoes hitch rides on imported tires.
· Asian carp: There are many
different species of carp, which are
native to Russia and China. Large fish

20th Annual!

with voracious appetites, carp take
food right out of the mouths of native
fish. These fish also stir up sediment
in lakes and riverbeds, changing clear
water to murky water, thus pushing
out some species that can no longer
survive.
· Burmese python: These tropical snakes have been introduced into
many warm areas, including Florida.
Many were taken as pets only to outgrow their indoor habitats.
They can live in the water and
climb trees. With their massive size
(20 feet in length), the pythons have
few predators and require a lot of
prey. Florida wildlife experts estimate
30,000 Burmese pythons reside in
Everglades National Park alone. They
even feast on alligators.
· Soapbush: Sometimes
referred to as Koster's
Curse, this is a perennial shrub that is highly
invasive in many tropical
regions of the world. Originally from Mexico and the
Caribbean, soapbush was introduced
to Hawaii in the 1940s and quickly
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began taking over.
· Kudzu: This vine is native to
Japan and can grow upward of a foot
per day in the right conditions. It was
brought to the United States to help
prevent soil erosion and has never left.
Since its introduction, Kudzu has been
spreading across the United States at
a rate as fast as 150,000 acres annually,
according to environmentalists.
· Cane toads: Cane toads were
introduced to many countries with
warm climates as a method of naturally controlling crop pests.
However, the toads' own defense
mechanism of secreting toxins makes
them deadly to predators outside
of their normal habitats. Therefore,
there's nothing to keep these cane
toads in check, and they have
wreaked havoc on native
animal and plant species,
especially in Australia.
· Asian long-horned
beetle: Another invasive
insect, the beetle does most of
its damage in the larval stage.
It burrows through and feeds on tree
wood beneath the bark. a

Delaware Resorts

2017 HOME EXPO

April 22nd and April 23rd • Cape Henlopen High School

FREE ADMISSION!

GIFTS AND PRIZES!

EVERYTHING FOR YOUR HOME & PROPERTY
SAT, April 22nd - 9 am to 6 pm

SUN, April 23rd - 10 am to 4 pm

VISIT www.rehobothtoday.com FOR MORE DETAILS
Presented by...
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Patrick, Logan, Gary and Camden Chorman

FREE 10 YEAR WARRANTY with EVERY PURCHASE!
Come visit our

NEW 3,200 SQ. FT. SHOWROOM
featuring OVER

53 OF THE WORLD’S BEST BRANDS
and THE AREA’S BEST PRICING

On-site services by our own factory-trained technicians • Free 10-year warranty

0% Interest for 12 Months
Same as Cash financing every day (no fees)
28841 Lewes-Georgetown Hwy.,
Lewes, DE 19958
Mon. - Fri. 8:30 - 6 • Sat. 8:30 - 3
Showroom open evenings by appt.

302-645-6215

www.MILLMANAPPLIANCES.com

Your locally owned and operated hometown appliance store for over 47 years.
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DO IT YOURSELF

From clogs to backups:
Simple plumbing fixes

I

f the idea of doing it yourself
where plumbing is concerned
sounds intimidating, fear not.
There are many simple fixes to common plumbing problems that just
about anyone can take care of without professional assistance. More
importantly, performing these simple
maintenance tasks as they are needed
can prevent larger problems from occurring.
Not sure where to start? Try these
quick plumbing tips from Jeff Devlin, a
licensed contractor who has appeared
on several TV home improvement
shows.
• Hair clogs: If you are accustomed
to calling the plumber or snaking
the drain when your tub is clogged,

consider a simpler solution. Hair
clog removers, available at your local
hardware store or supercenter, are formulated with specific ingredients that
work to dissolve hair and clear a drain
on contact. For example, Roto-Rooter
Hair Clog Remover works up to five
times faster than other brands because
it has 25 percent more hair dissolving
ingredients.
You can also help slow down the
forming of new clogs by ensuring all
of your drains have strainers to catch
hairs and other debris.
• Kitchen clogs: Grease, soap and
food can get trapped in kitchen sinks
- it happens in every home sooner
or later. The easiest way to clear
these tough clogs is to use a solution

designed specifically to cut through
grease and food and open up a drain.
Use 16 oz of a solution like Roto-Rooter’s Gel Clog Remover and wait about
10 minutes before flushing with water.
While a great clog remover can do
wonders, you should try to dispose
of larger amounts of grease in the
garbage.
• Septic backups: If you have a
septic system, know that anything
poured down any drain in your home
will end up in the tank. A septic
system is not unlike the human digestive system - it contains bacteria and
enzymes that help to eliminate waste.
However, sometimes the good bacteria and enzymes get destroyed by the
things that get dumped into drains.
Just as you can add a probiotic to
your personal digestive system to keep
things in balance, in a septic system
you can maintain balance by adding
a septic treatment to your toilet. To
avoid costly and messy backups, do
this quick task once a month. a

Finally... you have a better choice.

Custom Pool Design & Construction
Call Laurie to schedule
your consultation

302-236-6952

visit us: CarterAquatics.com
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D E L AWA R E

Unique Tile & Stone
Custom Granite & Quartz Countertops
LEWES | 17701 Dartmouth Drive | Lewes DE 19958 | 302-644-7100
WILMINGTON | 405 E. Marsh Lane, Ste 3| Wilmington DE 19804 | 302-777-4663
MIDDLETOWN | 110 Patriot Drive| Middletown DE 19709 | 302-225-9656

tilemarketofde.com
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Tulips

PRETTY AS A POSEY
• The number of tulips and other
spring bulbs planted in the city’s
parks and other public locations
expanded to 19,500 this year compared to 15,000 last year

Continued from page 26
special events planned on the first
weekend - April 6, 7 and 8. On April 8,
Lewes in Bloom will be staging a sale
in Zwaanendael Park from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. with potted tulips among other
plant-related items for sale in advance
of the Easter holiday weekend the next
week. Also in Zwaanendael Park on
April 8, Ken Norman, owner of Floral
Inspirations, will be demonstrating
how to arrange tulips with simple,
creative tips. The GFWC-Zwaanendael Women’s Club will also be in
the Park on April 8 taking orders for
6” geranium pots for pick up on May
5th, the sale of which benefits their
donations to the many locally-based
organizations they support. Flowers by
Mayumi, located at 128 Second Street,
invites everyone to stop by the shop
and watch informally as their designers create beautiful floral arrangements on Friday, April 7 and Saturday,
April 8 during shop hours - 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
The tulip planting locations, as well
as Lewes’ historic landmarks, will be
included on the Tiptoe To The Tulips
Map and the Tiptoe To The Tulips
Shuttle Tours coordinated with the
Cape May-Lewes Ferry with docents
from the Lewes Historical Society.
Trolley tours are only scheduled for
April 6-8 at times to be determined
closer to the event. The Tulip Shuttle
Tours are $10, seating is limited and
reservations can be made by calling
the Lewes Chamber of Commerce at
645-8073. Tours depart from the bus
stop at the corner of Second and Market streets.
Event organizers created the Tip
Toe To The Tulips Map that will be
available beginning Thursday, April 6
at the Lewes Chamber of Commerce’s
visitor center in the Fisher-Martin
house located in Zwaanendael Park
behind the Zwaanendael Museum.
Map will have raffle tickets that can be
torn off and dropped off no later than
Saturday, April 15 at one of the businesses listed on the map. Raffle tickets
will be collected after April 15 and
there will be multiple-winner drawings with each winner receiving a gift
certificate from one of the participat-
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• Locations of the plantings will
be identified on the map produced
in association with the celebration.
More than 100 varieties will be on
display. They were all planted by
Lewes in Bloom volunteers

ing businesses listed on the map.
A photography contest is another
component of the Tulip Celebration
with judging in six categories – Lewes
Architecture, Lewes Landscapes,
Quintessential Lewes (subject matter that is uniquely Lewes), Tulips
(images must be photographed in the
Lewes geographic area), Lewes Food
and a new category this year, Lewes
in Black and White. No sepia submissions will be accepted in this category.
Entries must be photographed in
Lewes. The cost to enter the contest
is $5 per submission with a maximum
of five entries per photographer. Each
photograph can only be entered in
one category and the photographer
determines the category. Monetary
awards will be made for first, second
and third place in each of the six
subject categories. The judges are
all professional photographers and
chamber members. Additionally, visitors to the photography exhibit will
have the opportunity to select their
favorite photograph and the winner
will be awarded a special ribbon for
the “People’s Choice Award” at the 2
p.m. ceremony on April 8. The Grand
Prize winner will receive a cash prize
of $100 from the chamber. Entries
will be accepted beginning March
20 at the chamber’s visitor center in
the Fisher-Martin House at 120 Kings
Highway. Deadline for entry is March
27 by 4 p.m. For entry rules and more
information, call the chamber at
645-8073 or visit leweschamber.com.
The photographs will be on display in

• Lewes received top honors in
the prestigious 2015 America in
Bloom national awards program
at their annual awards held in
Holland, Michigan on September
26, 2015. Lewes received a top five
bloom rating out of a possible five
blooms and they also won in their
competition category - Champions
for small towns with populations
under 5,000. Lewes received
special mention for its community
floral displays
Zwaanendael Park on April 6-7 from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. and April 8 from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m.
On the Lewes Beach side of town,
two events are taking place in the
businesses under the Beacon Motel. Mare’s Bears will be hosting a
Spring Flowers Quilt Exhibit in the
Beacon Motel lobby on Friday, April 7
and Saturday, April 8 from 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. The Peninsula Gallery will hold a
floral exhibition, Spring into Summer,
from April 1-28 in support of both the
annual Tulip Celebration (April 6-15)
and Lewes in Bloom’s Garden for All
Ages project on the grounds of the
new Lewes Public Library. The exhibit
will be a multiple artist and media
show. A portion of the show’s sales
will be donated to Lewes in Bloom
who will also be raffling off a donated
painting by Jane Ellan Golde. The
exhibition will open on April 1st with
a reception from 5-7 p.m. to which
the public is invited. Images from the
show are on the gallery’s website,
peninsula-gallery.com. The exhibit
continues through April 28. The Peninsula Gallery will be open Tuesday
thru Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Sunday, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. _
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just right.
LIVE

1-855-54-BEACH

|

MYEVERGREENEHOME.COM
WALK O R B I K E TO
D OW N TOW N R EH OB OT H
AN D T H E B EAC H !
Townhomes from the mid 400s

Call for information
on our current
incentive!

LEWES

OCEAN VIEW

YOUR LOT OR OURS

Canal Place
Townhomes From High 400s

Johnsons Glade
Single Family Homes From Mid 400s

Single Family Homes From Mid 200s

REHOBOTH BEACH

OCEAN VIEW

Park Shore
Townhomes From Mid 400s

Smithfield
Townhomes From Mid 200s

MILTON

OCEAN CITY

White Pine Cove
Single Family Homes From Low 400s

Seaside Village
Townhomes From High 200s

OCEAN VIEW

OCEAN CITY

Tidewaters
Townhomes From High 300s

Broad Marsh
Waterfront Single Family From High 400s
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Buying or
refinancing?
Here are tips
for success
Many Americans start to think about
their housing needs this time of year.
For some people spring aligns with the
school calendar, given the time it takes
to find the right home, arrange financing and move in time for the next
academic year. For others, an income
tax refund, coupled with refinancing a
mortgage, is the way to fund a home improvement project.
So how do you find the right loan
products and lender?
• Research products and terms.
Home loans come in two forms: fixed
rate or adjustable rate. Fixed rate loans
come with terms varying from 10 to 30
years for consumers who want the security of consistent monthly payments
plus a rate that won’t change over the
life of the loan. Adjustable rate mortgages (ARMs) typically are offered at
a lower rate with an initial term of five
to 10 years.
“A 30-year-fixed-rate loan is by far
the most popular mortgage product
with borrowers, but ARMs can be a
good option if you plan on moving or
refinancing,” says Craig Evans, Ally
Bank’s mortgage executive. “When
we start a dialogue with a potential
customer, we’ll discuss the various
options and suggest products geared
toward their specific needs.”
• Choose a lender focused on
your needs. In a crowded mortgage landscape, it’s important to find
loan experts to help you through the
process. For example, the Ally Home
Team is on hand to help homebuyers
through the home loan experience
from application to close, ensuring
they regularly answer questions borrowers may have along the way.
“Service and communications are
the biggest considerations when it
comes to choosing a lender, whether
it’s new construction, buying an
existing home, or refinancing,” says
Continued on page 37

Lawn Care • Irrigation
Property Maintenance
As a realtor I am often asked who can
I hire for my beach house to take care
of the property? For many years I have
recommended Sussex Landscaping and
my buyers have always been very satisfied.
- RANDY MASON ASSOCIATE BROKER,
JACK LINGO REALTOR

We turned our beach home over to Sussex
Landscaping 10 years ago. They do all
of our property maintenance and have
always exceeded our expectations.
- WAYNE & DONNA WEAVER,
REHOBOTH BEACH

THE only CALL YOU NEED TO MAKE

Call Chris Parsons at 302-249-3012
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DIRTY & CLOGGED GUTTERS
& DOWNSPOUTS WILL
LEAD TO EARLY REPLACEMENT

Tips for success

GUTTER CLEANING

SEAMLESS GUTTERS

302-424-1931

Continued from page 36
Foley, broker associate at Beacon Sotheby’s International Realty.
• Ask your lender what products fit your needs. For example,
Fannie Mae’s HomeReady product
may be a good option for first-time
homebuyers and millennials. Key benefits include down payments as low as
3 percent, plus these loans are priced
similarly to standard loan pricing, and
flexible sources of funds can be used
for the down payment and closing
costs.
• Establish your limits. Some
lenders provide useful tools to get
you started, such as Ally Home, a new
direct-to-consumer home loan service
offered by Ally Bank (www.ally.com).
Its Affordability Calculator helps you
analyze your household income and
current financial obligations to estimate how much house you can afford.
• Refinance an existing loan.
Refinancing is a potential option if it
offers a better rate than your existing
loan, allows you to lower your mortgage payment, or shortens the term of
your existing loan. If you have considerable equity, it’s also a way to consolidate debt or fund home improvements
if used wisely.
For most people, buying a home is
the biggest purchase of their life. Once
you find your perfect house, make sure
you make the right financing choices
to complete the picture. a

•

1-800-GUTTER-1

GutterGard

™

The Ultimate Gutter Protector

•
•
•
•
•

Gutter protection system

FREE ESTIMATES
SEAMLESS GUTTERS 5”, 6”
GUTTER CLEANING & REPAIRS
FASCIA AND SOFFIT
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

FREE GUTTERS
With GUTTERGARD™
Installation
MIN. 100 LINEAR FEET.
MUST PRESENT COUPON AT
THE TIME OF ESTIMATE.
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER.
Expires 07/01/2017
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Fast facts about grass

A

lush, green lawn is coveted by
many current and would-be
homeowners. Not only can a
beautiful landscape make a home feel
more welcoming, but it also increases
the resale value of a property.
Frequent watering, proper fertilization, pest management, and mowing
are all essential components of lawn
maintenance.
But there is more to those beautiful blades of grass than just aesthetic
appeal.
Following are some interesting facts

about grass that even the most devoted
lawn enthusiasts might be surprised to
learn.
• Grass is defined as any plant of the
family Gramineae, a group of vascular
plants that grows across the globe.
• There are as many as 10,000 varieties of grass in the world. These range
from grass to rice to wheat to bamboo.
• Many grasses are annual or perennial herbs with fibrous roots and
rhizomes.
• Grass can withstand many different climates and has been discovered

at the North Pole and at the equator.
• Twenty percent of Earth's vegetation is comprised of grass.
• Grasses have been transformed
into paper and home decor items.
Bamboo, which is a type of grass, is
frequently used for flooring because it
is durable and sustainable.
• Grass is mostly comprised of
water, which makes up about 80 percent of grass and 90 percent of grass
clippings.
• A typical lawn will have about six
grass plants per square inch. Some
lawns may have millions of grass
plants.
• An average lawn releases enough
oxygen to sustain four families. _

It’s Spring! Get Gardening!
MULCH

Natural 20/ Yard
Brown $26/ Yard
$

Black $26/ Yard
Red $30/ Yard

TOP SOIL /MUSHROOM COMPOST
$

30 Scoop (1.25 yd)

• Palletized Stone • Loose Stone • Sand
• Compost • Pine and Straw Bales

302-684-8448

302-228-8397

Rt 5 • Harbeson, DE
N

Mon. - Fri. 8-4
Sat. - 8-1
Closed Sun.

Rt. 5

Rt. 9

W
Harbeson
Light
S

* Lawson’s

E
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Home improvements
that increase home value

W

hen granite countertops or
shiny, stainless steel appliances beckon homeowners from the display areas of home
improvement stores, it’s tempting to
gear remodeling thoughts toward the
items that will add flair and decorative
appeal to a home.
Even though most improvements
add some measure of value, deciding
which are the best investments can be
difficult.
Return on investment, often referred
to as ROI, varies depending on the
project. Frequently, the projects that
seem like the best investments don’t
bring the greatest rate of return, while
those that seem like smaller projects
bring substantial returns.
Real estate professionals routinely
weigh in with their expert advice, and
homeowners can couple that advice
with Remodeling magazine’s annual
“Cost vs. Value Index” to reap the

greatest financial impact from their
renovations.
The following were some of the
projects that garnered the greatest ROI
in 2015.
· Open the door to improvement. Region by region across the
United States, installation of a new
steel door on the front of a home can
have a large impact on the resale value
of a property. The ROI ranges from 123
percent at the highest, to 86 percent
at the lowest - which is still a considerable investment return for such a
simple project. Match the door’s style
with the style of the house for the best
value.
· Turn up the kitchen heat. An
attractive kitchen can encourage buyers to overlook some of a home’s less
attractive components. In the kitchen,
replacement countertops, wall color
changes, new cabinetry and flooring
offer the biggest ROI.
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· Dreaming of a new bedroom.
Remodeling magazine also points to
creating an attic bedroom to increase
home value. The ROI of an attic remodel that adheres to code can garner
an 83 percent ROI.
· Home maintenance projects.
There’s little good to improving the
aesthetic appeal and functionality of
a home if there are existing structural
or maintenance issues, warn experts.
Siding replacement, HVAC system
repair or replacement, a new roof,
and basement dampness prevention
solutions can be smarter investments
before other flashy remodels. Many
buyers have a strict budget for a house,
and those buyers may be more likely
to buy a house with little or no maintenance issues. Such buyers will then upgrade the kitchen or baths themselves,
according to Harvard’s Joint Center for
Housing Studies.
· Worthy window replacement.
Angie’s List, a home services review
and referral resource, has found that
the average ROI of new windows is 77
percent. The cost of installation and
energy savings tend to offset at around
the 10-year point. _

Quality • Affordability • Service
Ready to design &
build your
DREAM HOME!

Visit Our Showroom
17644 Coastal Hwy. • Lewes
Located in Mariner Plaza (next to Pat’s Pizza)

302-684-0860
henlopenhomes.com
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Spring

Into Your New Look Today!

OCEAN VIEW

31874 Roxana Rd.
(Rt 26 & 17)

302.539.6989

LEWES

97 Tulip Drive
(Rt 1 & 9)

302.645.6200

creativeconceptsfurniture.com
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What to expect with a tree removal
planning and research to remove trees
safely and securely. It is best to contact
a variety of different tree removal
services and compare their offerings
and prices. The cost of a tree removal
will vary depending on various factors, including the height of the tree,
its width, the number of branches it
has, its location on a property and the
proximity of that location to potential
hazards like power lines. Tree removal
may range from a few hundred dollars
to several thousand.
When a tree is being removed,
most of the branches will be removed
to make the tree more manageable.
Trees are rarely chopped at the base
and allowed to fall, as there simply
isn't enough room to safely take this
approach. Sections of the tree will be
cut, roped off and slowly lowered. A
climber will scale the tree or use a
cherry picker machine to reach the top
of the tree to facilitate the process.
Continued on page 46

A TREE WITH ROOTS invading the foundation of a home or infringing on a patio or
walkway can become a safety hazard.

More than Barstools!

ADJUSTABLE
TABLE

FEATURING
Amisco, Trica, I.M. David,
Pelican Reef, & More!

35603 South St. (Just oﬀ Rt. 1.) • Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971
Hours: M, T, TH, F, S 10-5, Sun. 12-5
Closed Wednesday

Walmart

Barstools
Plus

*

Liquor Store

Rt. 24

302-644-7753

Old Landing Rd.

T

rees serve many purposes for
a landscape, providing shade
and habitats for birds and other
animals and serving as natural blinds
between two homes. Trees are often
beautiful elements of a natural landscape, adding aesthetic appeal to a
property or even an entire community.
But there are times when a tree must
be removed, an action that, in many
instances, requires the services of a
professional tree service.
A tree with roots invading the foundation of a home or infringing on a
patio or walkway can become a safety
hazard. Other trees may cast shade
where a pool is planned or cause disagreements between neighbors when
the tree straddles a property line.
These are instances when tree removal
will be necessary, and a reputable service can advise as to the best methods
for ridding the property of the troublesome tree.
Homeowners will need to do a bit of

Rt. 1
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A Fine Line

CUSTOM PAINTING

Transforming shell-white walls...

...one house at a time.
We proudly use:

CHECK OUT OUR
REVIEWS ON

CALL TODAY!
302.945.3285

AFineLineCustomPainting.com
Locally-Owned & Operated In Lewes, DE

Ed St. Jean, wife Katie
and daughters Ellie & Grace
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Garden-totable tips
for growing
produce

N

early 50 percent of fresh
fruits and 20 percent of fresh
vegetables in the U.S. are
imported, according to FoodSafety.gov.
This means that your food traveled
long distances to get to your plate.
To better enjoy fruits and vegetables,
many families are now growing their
own at home.
Want to know exactly where your
food is coming from and have the
freshest possible flavors within arm’s
reach? Bring “farm-to-table” dining
into your everyday life by creating
your own garden. Follow these tips
to grow and harvest fruits, veggies
and herbs at peak ripeness to enjoy in
simple, healthful meals.

Room to grow
When starting a garden, it’s important to have a plan. Find a spacious
area with plenty of sunlight to help
plants take root and flourish - whether
that’s in your backyard or a nearby
community garden. For cooler climates, raised garden beds are highly
recommended. These allow fruits
and vegetables the space needed to
expand their roots and hold water. For
hot, arid climates, create an in-ground
garden, as it holds moisture better,
requiring less irrigation.
Selecting what to grow is your next
challenge. Herb gardens are perfect
for those with limited experience or
limited space. Herbs like basil, cilantro and chives are easy to maintain.
Most herbs can withstand changing
climates, meaning you can cook with
fresh herbs year-round, adding them
to nearly any meal to increase depths
of flavor and allow you to “play” with
your food.

Farm with flavor
Having access to a variety of fresh
produce lets you expand your menu at
home while keeping it healthy. Many

TO BETTER ENJOY FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, many families are now growing their own
at home.

items found in simple salads, like
carrots, tomatoes, radishes, lettuce
and other leafy greens are considered
“beginner crops.” Certain berries are
also easy to cultivate. If you’ve ever
tasted a ripe, just-picked strawberry
or a fresh, juicy tomato, you’ll know
that it’s worth the effort to grow these
items yourself!

Mix it up
Having a high-quality blender, like
the Vitamix A3500, can make transforming your harvest into vibrant
meals easy. Vitamix machines can
be used to chop, purée or juice any
ingredients that may come from your
budding garden.
Put new spins on old family recipes.
Next time your kids ask for spaghetti
and meatballs, try spaghetti with
roasted vegetable sauce. Made with
fresh, garden ingredients, including
Roma tomatoes, carrots and fresh basil
leaves, this robust sauce will become
a staple in your weekly meal rotation.
You might even want to try it on top of

Herbs like basil, above, cilantro and chives
are easy to maintain.

spaghetti squash or zucchini noodles
to take advantage of more nutritious,
fresh-grown produce. Try something
new and create sweet potato soup
with seared tomatillos using fresh jalapeños, poblanos and tomatillos from
your garden. Or dress up a less-thanexciting salad with a brightly flavored
Strawberry vinaigrette, using fresh
strawberries and herbs. a
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LUXURIOUS LIVING in Dewey Beach
Welcome to Dewey Beach’s only resort-style condominium
community, featuring a select number of luxury residences in
the new phase of The Residences at Lighthouse Cove. Homes
offer desirable finishes and features overlooking Rehoboth Bay.

ENJOY STYLISH & CONVENIENT
BEACH AMENITIES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rooftop garden plaza with grilling
area, fire pit, and expansive sun deck
Two on-site, award-winning restaurants
Access to Hyatt Place Dewey
Beach Services and Amenities
Assigned garage parking
Indoor saltwater pool and fitness facility
Future rooftop pool and kiddie pool
Expanded bayfront beach
and recreation access
Unparalleled ocean and bay views

1, 2 & 3 BEDROOM OPTIONS
STARTING AT $459,900

Schedule your private
tour today!
1301 COASTAL HIGHWAY, DEWEY BEACH, DE 19971 | 302-212-0002 | THERESIDENCESDE.COM
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Tree removal
Continued from page 42
The pieces of the tree will be loaded
into a wood-chipper for grinding
before they are hauled away. Larger,
heavier portions of the stumps may
need to be moved later on with machinery. Hauling trees off the property
may cost extra, so it is important that
homeowners read their contract thoroughly before signing on the dotted
line.
Additional costs may be factored
into the bill. These can include stump
and root grinding. Trees will be cut
down to the stump. To prevent eyesores or tripping hazards, some homeowners opt to have the stumps ground
down into sawdust. This will not remove all of the roots but will take care
of most of the above-ground portion of
the remaining stump. It is usually up to
the homeowner to discard the sawdust
or use it as a mulching material.
Expect the ground around the former tree to be soft, and there may be

Additional costs may be factored into the bill. These can include stump-and-root grinding.

a depression depending on how much
stump grinding took place. Some
people prefer to wait a season for the
ground to recover before planting
something new. It may take a while for
grass to sprout where a tree was once

located, and there may be bare spots
when grass starts to grow in.
Tree removal can be an expensive
venture but is necessary for different reasons. Be sure that services are
insured before signing a contract. _
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NEW
2017!
Turbo Force
Cutting Decks
CommercialGrade
Durability

TITAN HD
®

2500 SERIES ZERO TURN MOWER

0% for
42 Months
[0.37% APR*]
QUICK CARRY SYSTEM

UNIVERSAL TOOL MOUNT

BUCKET MOUNT

TRIMMER MOUNT

INNOVATIVE TOOL CARRYING
TITAN HD provides you the exclusive ability to easily
attach your tools and accessories directly to the mower
with the innovative tool-mounting brackets, saving
you time and improving your efficiency.

Opportunity is knocking—save on Kubota’s versatile Z100 Series residential zero-turn mowers today!

$

*Tool-mounting kits are optional attachments.

0 Down, 0 % Financing for 36 Months

*

A.P.R.

Offer ends 3/31/17.
*The above financing programs are offered by Sheffield Financial, a Division of Branch Banking and Trust Company, Member FDIC. Subject to credit approval. Approval, and any
rates and terms provided, are based on credit worthiness. Other financing offers are available. See your local dealer for details. Rate advertised is based on minimum bureau risk
score of 700. Minimum Amount Financed $1,500; Maximum Amount Financed $50,000. Other qualifications and restrictions may apply. An origination fee of $50** will be added
to the amount financed in the above example. Financing promotions void where prohibited. Offer effective on eligible and qualified units purchased from a participating Sheffield
dealer. See dealer for product eligibility and qualifications between 2/1/2017 and 5/31/2017. Offer subject to change without notice. [“E” means estimate.]**For commercial
customers, the origination fee is $150. Commercial customers may be offered No Payment for 120 Days. *Example: On a purchase where the Amount Financed is $7,500, your
Down Payment is $0 with 42 monthly payments of $314.59 each. Interest rate is 0% [ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE is 0.37% (E)].

BurkeEquipment.com
SALES • SERVICE • RENTALS • PARTS
Delmar, DE

11196 E. Snake Rd.
Rt. 13
302.248.7070

Felton, DE

54 Andrews Lake Rd
Rt. 13
302.284.0123

*$0 down, 0% A.P.R. financing for up to 36 months on purchases of new Kubota Z100 Series equipment is available to qualifiedpurchasers from
participating dealers’ in-stock inventory through 3/31/2017. Example: A 36-month monthly installment repaymentterm at 0% A.P.R. requires 36 payments
of $27.78 per $1,000 financed. 0% A.P.R. interest is available to customers if no dealerdocumentation preparation fee is charged. Dealer charge for document preparation fee shall be in accordance with state laws.Inclusion of ineligible equipment may result in a higher blended A.P.R. 0% A.P.R. and low-rate
financing may not be available withcustomer instant rebate offers. Financing is available through Kubota Credit Corporation, U.S.A., 3401 Del Amo Blvd.,
Torrance, CA90503; subject to credit approval. Some exceptions apply. Offer expires 3/31/2017. See us for details on these and other low-rateoptions or
go to www.kubota.com for more information. Optional equipment may be shown.

BurkeEquipment.com
SALES • SERVICE • RENTALS • PARTS

www.toro.com
SINCE 1949

Newark, DE

2063 Pulaski Highway
Rt. 40
302.365.6000

STORE HOURS: Mon–Fri: 8am–5pm, Saturday: 8am–Noon ( March - October )

Delmar, DE

11196 E. Snake Rd.
Rt. 13
302.248.7070

Felton, DE

54 Andrews Lake Rd
Rt. 13
302.284.0123

SINCE 1949

Newark, DE

2063 Pulaski Highway
Rt. 40
302.365.6000

STORE HOURS: Mon–Fri: 8am–5pm, Saturday: 8am–Noon ( March - October )
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ASK THE EXPERT

Spring
gardening
Q&A
By Alyssa Pepper
Pepper's Greenhouses, Milton

What are some plants that
do well in containers?
Containers are a great
way to add some color
to a deck, patio, balcony, front door or placed
randomly throughout
your yard.
They can be large or
small, colorful or basic,
grouped together or all alone, tall
or squat; there are so many options.
They are made of all types of materials including wood, concrete, ceramic,
plastic, fiberglass and terra cotta.
First, you have to determine the
conditions the planters will be in
to decide what plants to use. Is the
planter in the shade or the sun? Are
you good with watering or leave it up
to Mother Nature? Do you want all the
same plant or a mix of different plants?
Will it be in a windy or extremely hot
location where it could dry out? Once
you figure out these conditions, then it
is time to go plant shopping.
Let’s start with containers in a shady
location such as under a porch roof or
tree shade. There are many options
for plants that will thrive in the shade
including some that are used for their
colorful foliage. Plants will stretch if
they are not getting enough light and
will stop blooming. Turn containers every week or so to keep them
from stretching to one side. Here are
some plants that would work well
in the shade that need to stay moist:
Impatiens, Torenia (Wishbone
Flower), Ferns, Coleus, Colocosia,
Fuchsia, Caladiums and Lobelia.
Since most shade containers are on
porches that are covered, they do not
get much rainfall. Therefore it is up to

PETUNIAS LOVE THE SUN, and are a darling of container gardeners.

you to water them. If you are not great
at watering, here are some plants for
containers in the shade that can get
somewhat dry: Begonias, English
Ivy, Spider Plants, Pothos and
Peperomias.
Options for containers in sunny
locations are more plentiful than for
shady planters. It is helpful to group
plants together with similar watering
needs so every plant is happy. Putting
a plant such as portulaca which loves
it dry with something that is water
thirsty will leave one plant very unhappy. As the temperatures increase,
planters may also require watering
more than once a day. Some sun loving plants that do great in containers
that need good moisture are the following: Sunpatien Impatiens, Sun
Coleus, Verbena, Petunias, Hibiscus, Marigolds and Calibroacha.
Some plants are more forgiving if
you forget to water once in a while.
Most containers will require more
water as they get larger and more rootbound. The smaller the container is
the faster it will dry out as well. These
plants can handle drier conditions in
containers: Portulaca, Succulents,
Lavenders, Celosia and Zinnias.

Containers on hot decks and patios
are a challenge as well. Tropical plants
are great for extremely hot areas like
Hibiscus, Mandavillas, Plumbago,
Oleanders and Cannas. They love
the heat and laugh at it! These containers should be planted when the chance
of frost is well past. There are also
some annual plants that love the heat
as well: Vinca, Pentas, Lantana,
Cupheas, Angelonia and Blue
Daze.
Containers require extra care and
maintenance. They may need to be cut
back to keep one plant from outgrowing the others. Keep the container
looking good by deadheading the old
flowers. Containers require consistent
fertilizing every 2 to 3 weeks. Plants
will do much better in containers with
drainage. If that is not possible, make
sure you put rocks in the bottom to
prevent the roots from sitting in water.
Saucers placed underneath pots will
keep water from spilling on the deck
and can also be used to fill with water
if you are going out of town for a few
days. Now you just have to decide on
a color or multiple colors. The options
for containers are endless!
Continued on page 60
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Home Expo to return to Cape High April 22-23

T

he Delaware Resorts Home
Expo is seeking exhibitors to fill
the remaining spaces available
for Saturday and Sunday, April 22 and
23. For its 20th anniversary, the expo
will return to Cape Henlopen High
School. The high school location was a
big hit with exhibitors and visitors for
the last home expo, which was held at
a new venue after 18 years due to renovations still underway at the Rehoboth
Beach Convention Center.
The home expo is sponsored by
internet magazines www.RehobothToday.com and www.LewesToday.com,
along with the Cape Gazette, Comcast
Spotlight and Andersen Windows. The
expo affords visitors the convenience
of viewing a full array of home-related
products and services in one place.
Admission for the public is free, and
many of the exhibitors will be giving
away gifts and prizes.
The expo also benefits Sussex
County Habitat for Humanity, a
nonprofit organization assisting qualified residents with simple, affordable

SUBMITTED PHOTO

VISITORS TO THE DELAWARE RESORTS HOME EXPO at Cape Henlopen High School enjoy more exhibitor spaces and free parking.

housing. Exhibitors include Realtors,
developers, builders, mortgage and finance companies, insurance firms, and
a large array of new home products

and services.
For more information for prospective exhibitors, contact Kathy Benson
at 302-236-0857. _
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Bethany Blues raises roof on sustainability

W

hile Bethany Blues of Lewes
may be best known for its
juicy barbeque and extensive
bourbon stash, its commitment to sustainability is also one of the cornerstones of its business philosophy.
Before the construction of the Lewes location, co-owners Dick Heidenberger, Steve Montgomery, Kevin
Roberts and Jim Weisgerber knew that
they wanted to use innovation and
sustainability in the design. To make
that happen, Roberts and Weisgerber
took a journey to Western Maryland,
to a sustainable vineyard called Black
Ankle Vineyard.
It was there the partners put their
hands in the mud and helped build the
vineyard’s Cobb-style tasting house,
complete with a green roof.
“There were about 30 of us, and we
worked on it all day,” said Roberts.
They learned the technique they
would eventually use to construct
their own green roof atop the bar area
in the Lewes location.
“We got up on the rooftop and were

THE

HOT

SUBMITTED PHOTOS

BETHANY BLUES’ ROOFTOP IN LEWES is alive with greenery. The special rocks, soil and
plants keeps the structure cooler in summer and warmer in winter.

wheel barreling special rock, soil and
plants up there and installing the actual material,” said Roberts.
During the 2008-2009 construction

DECK

of the restaurant, the Bethany Blues
owners put their own experience to
good use, building the five-component
Continued on page 56

SOL U T I ON
™

OPEN: MON. - FRI. 9 - 5 SAT. 10 - 4

www.patiosystems.com
Retractable Drop Arm
Patio Awnings
Solar Shades
Canopies

COME SEE US
AT OUR SHOWROOM

FREE MOTOR*

16083 NEW ROAD & SAVE

Ron Simmons
has helped your
neighbors improve
their homes for
the last 38 years

*with the purchase of a Patio Awning
Value up to $750.
Ask about FREE Wind Sensor. Expires 8/31/17

FREE

Block the Sun, not the View
*
• Reduce Energy
Costs
MOTOR
*with the
purchase of a Retractable
• European
Designs
*with
the purchase
Retractable
Patio
Awning
Valueofupa to
$650
Patio
Awning
to $650
present
couponValue
by Final up
Presentation.
• LifetimeMust
Warranty
Ask Offer
about
FREE
installation
expires
6/30/11.
• Blocks 97% of Harmful UV Rays
www.patiosystems.com

RETRACTABLE AWNINGS

LEWES, DE

302-644-6540
TOLL FREE

866-644-6540
near
the
Food Court
Lewes,
DE
644-6540
Feb. 866-644-6540
17-Feb. 20
Toll Free
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What to
look for
in outdoor
furniture

Serving the local
community for
over 30 years

O

utdoor entertaining areas have
always been popular among
homeowners. The ability to
entertain friends and family or simply
relax by yourself is something homeowners cherish, particularly during the
warm weather seasons.
Finding the right furniture to match
your outdoor area, be it a deck, patio
or poolside lounging area, is essential
to making the most of this special area
of the home. When shopping for outdoor furniture, consider the following.
• Weight: Unlike furniture inside
the home, outdoor furniture will be
moved around quite frequently, such
as to protect it from inclement weather or changing seasons. As a result, the
weight of the furniture bears importance.
While you don’t want furniture
that’s too lightweight and will blow
away any time a strong gust of wind
comes along, it’s a good idea to choose
furniture that isn’t too heavy. This
makes it easier to move should a storm
suddenly appear and it won’t require
the entire household to help move the
furniture into and out of the garage
when inclement weather arrives.
• Comfort: The whole idea behind
an outdoor entertaining area is to have
a relaxing place to spend time outside.
So be sure to choose furniture that’s
comfortable and can handle the elements. Metal furniture, for example,
might be durable, but such furniture
can also get very hot if out in the sun.
• Versatility: Many homeowners
enjoy changing their home’s interior
decor from time to time, and it can
be just as enjoyable to do the same
to a home’s exterior decor. That said,
look for furniture that can be accented
with a variety of accessories, so you
can change the look of your outdoor
entertaining area easily. _

How to remove an unwanted tree

cut down dead limbs

use a ladder

Tree Pruning & Removal

call Sussex Tree

REHOBOTHTree Spraying BETHANY
Plant Health Care Programs
302-227-1980
302-539-5700
Tree & Lawn Fertilization
Pesticide Injections
Stump Grinding Certified Arborists on Staff

How to landscape your yard.

prune your bushes

GEORGETOWN
302-856-9210

use a weed wacker

contact STI

STI LANDSCAPE
CENTER
302-645-6262

SEAFORD
302-337-3346

Providing Complete Tree Care & Landscape Solutions

FromForward
grass rootsWith
to treeThese
tops, Great Deals!
Spring
we have
of your tree and10
landscaping
needs covered.
%
10%allOFF

· Tree Pruning & Removal · Plant Health Care Programs
· Tree & Lawn Fertilization · Pesticide Injections
FREE Stump Grinding with any removal
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR

SPRING SPECIALS
PLANT

HEALTH CARE

SAVE MORE THAN EVER!
Sign up for Spring Deep Root Feed
program in 2017 and get one

10 OFF

FREE Mosquito Treatment

Plant Health Care
Program + Free Quotes

Valid with coupon only. Cannot be combined with any other offers or coupons.
Not valid on previous quotes or commitments. Exp. 6/1/17.

%

Valid with coupon only. Cannot be combined
with any other offers or coupons. Not valid
on previous quotes or commitments. Exp. 6/1/17.

to use in 2017

50 OFF

$

Any trimming or removals
Over $500
–––––––– or –––––––––

100 OFF

$

10 OFF

Any trimming or removals
Over $1000

Valid with coupon only. Cannot be combined with any other offers or coupons.
Not valid on previous quotes or commitments. Exp. 6/1/17.

Valid with coupon only. Cannot be combined
with any other offers or coupons. Not valid
on previous quotes or commitments. Exp. 6/1/17.

%

for senior citizens (62 or older)

www.SussexTreeInc.com
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At Home in Coastal Delaware
Proudly Serving the Real Estate Needs of the Beach & Surrounding
Communities of Sussex County, Delaware

The Atkins Team

Kara Brasure

Cell: 302-727-1456
eatkins@psre.com
Rehoboth Beach

Cell: 302-542-3947
kbrasure@psre.com
Rehoboth Beach

Joe Donohoe

Julie Ellis-Hall

Cell: 610-368-1228
jdonohoe@psre.com
Rehoboth Beach

Cell: 302-542-1101
jellishall@psre.com
Rehoboth Beach

Jamie Coleman
Cell: 302-344-7158
jcoleman@psre.com
Rehoboth Beach

Joe Lingo
Cell: 302-542-1967
jlingo@psre.com
Rehoboth Beach

Delaware Shore Properties
Cell: 302-344-9026
mbrittingham@psre.com
Rehoboth Beach

David T. King

Cassie Rogerson

Cell: 302-233-5099
dtking@psre.com
Rehoboth Beach

Cell: 302-757-2310
crogerson@psre.com
Rehoboth Beach

Two Convenient Office Locations!

John Zacharias

Ramona Zoccola

Cell: 302-381-6221
jzacharias@psre.com
Bethany Beach

Cell: 302-584-1944
rzoccola@psre.com
Rehoboth Beach

REHOBOTH BEACH

BETHANY BEACH

18958 Coastal Highway
Rehoboth, DE 19971
Office: 302-703-6987

26B N. Pennsylvania Avenue
Bethany Beach, DE 19930
Office: 302-537-1300

A Top Workplace in Delaware
... 7 years running!

pattersonschwartz.com
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Bethany Blues
Continued from page 53
green roof that insulates the building and keeps it cooler in summer
and warmer in winter. This saves
cost, while also protecting the roof,
the function being both practical and
environmental. It also functions to
filter rainwater that will eventually
make its way back into the town water
supply. In conjunction with the roof,
their parking lot also contains a special
filtration system acting similarly to the
roof.
“You get to watch it grow, and it’s
a cool thing to have,” said Roberts.
Twice a year he climbs the ladder to
the roof for a little bit of maintenance,
like weeding.
The focus on sustainable practices,
Roberts said, extends beyond the
green roof.
“At both locations we try to run programs that are eco friendly.”
Both locations participate in a grease
recycling program, where the fryer
grease is picked up and then converted

Bethany Blues co-owners Dick Heidenberger, Steve Montgomery, Kevin Roberts and Jim
Weisgerber were actively involved in the installation of the green roof at the Lewes location.

into fuel. From using disposable materials that are 100 percent compostable,
to cleaning with eco-friendly products
and sourcing food locally wherever
possible, the commitment to the environment is something they would
encourage other business owners to
get as involved in as they can.
Looking down over Route 1 from
this vantage point, having a little patch

of green atop Bethany Blues of Lewes
is a small way that Roberts, Weisgerber, and the rest of the Blues crew are
a puzzle piece in a local tapestry of
sustainability.
While you can’t always see the
changes from the ground floor, Bethany Blues of Lewes is just one local
business carving out a sustainable path
in Sussex County. _

Energy Saving Replacement Windows

STOP throwing money
out the window!

Invest in energy savings! Did you know that vinyl replacement windows
can save you hundreds of energy dollars? Call us today to find out more!

Atlantic Windoworks
We bring the showroom to you!

302-542-3852
Family owned since 1984.
Licensed and Insured.
30+ years in business

Ask for Steve Kremer.

Steve sells & installs windows - no subcontractors.
We also provide pricing for DIY jobs and new construction windows.
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Sussex business offers
spring cleaning services
By Lara Buckheit
Special to the Cape Gazette

G

ive your property the jumpstart
it needs by doing some longoverdue spring cleaning.
Chris Parsons, founder and owner
of Sussex Landscaping & Lawn Care,
is doing just this for his downtown
Rehoboth and Dewey Beach customers, where over ninety percent of them
are based.
“I like to say that we’re the only call
you need to make because it’s true,”
Parsons said. “I have customers that I
haven’t seen in years, but I still work
for them at their beach home.”
Those who vacation and live in the
Cape Region turn their homes and
yards over to Parsons at the beginning
of every year, and his team does what’s
necessary for each home all throughout the year.
“We’ll go out and check to see if a

home needs power-washing, the irrigation turned on, any painting or deck
cleaning, or just your average springcleaning,” Parsons said. “In addition,
if there is a storm coming, we’ll go
out and prep the house and then do
inspection after the storm. I treat their
homes the way I would want mine
treated. My customers count on me
to let them know the status of their
house, so they can have a peace of
mind while they’re away.”
Parson’s “Only call you need to
make” method is something locals
love because he is now celebrating his
tenth year in business!
“It’s crazy to me that I’ve turned
this into such a lucrative business. It
started because I was doing little jobs
here and there thinking this would all
be temporary,” he said. “But here I am,
ten years later, and things are going
really well.”
In celebration of his ten years in

While working on home
and garden in the Spring...

FREE every Thursday
beginning May 18

SUBMITTED PHOTO

CHRIS PARSONS is the owner of Sussex
Landscaping & Lawn Care.

business, Parsons provided locals with
numerous spring-cleaning tips to get
their yard in tip-top shape before summer is here to stay.
“If it’s going to be warmer earlier,
one of the most important things for
spring clean up is weed prevention,”
Parsons said. “The earlier the better.
Continued on page 59

...don’t forget to plan your
fun for the Summer!

www.BeachPaper.com
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Sussex

CHRIS PARSONS’ TOP FIVE
SPRING-CLEANING TIPS

Continued from page 58
Once you clean out your garden bed,
you want to put down a pre-emergent
to prevent new weeds from emerging.
Listen to me when I say, if you wait too
long, you’ll have active weeds.”
While you’re cleaning up you want
to gather all of the branches, leaves,
and debris that your yard has gathered
all winter and get rid of it.
Most towns and cities offer yard
waste disposal. Check out your local
town’s website for more information
on yard waste disposal services.
“When you take advantage of the
yard waste services in Rehoboth or
surrounding areas, they come by and
clean it up for you,” Parsons said. “If
you’re not in an area where they offer
yard waste disposal, I would suggest
heading to a yard waste facility like
Route 5 Transfer Facility or maybe
even some of the local nurseries,”
Parsons said.
Once all of your dead leaves, sticks,
and debris have been removed from
your yard, you want to take care of

1. Clean your yard early before the
weeds are germinating.
2. Put down fertilizer and weed
preventer.
3. Invest in good mulch.
4. Keep in mind that the best time
to do planting is in the fall, if you do
it in the spring the earlier the better
to let the roots get established
before the hot summer comes.
5. Keep things clean by power
washing (at least once a year),
cleaning gutters, and staining
decks before summer starts.
your grass.
Parsons recommends starting up
your irrigation system and having it
checked out before the season begins
so that you can properly water your
grass.
“If you’re making sure your grass is
getting the right amount of water, the
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next thing you want to do is to cut it
properly,” Parsons said. “It’s always
smart to cut your grass higher instead
of shorter and only once a week.”
A good rule of thumb is to never cut
your grass in the same length, in the
same direction.
Next you’ll want to invest in good
mulch and pretty flowers.
“I like using premium organic leaf
mulch because it’s better than regular
mulch,” Parsons said.
Premium organic leaf mulch is made
up of leaves, which are ground up and
heated through a natural process to kill
off any dormant weed seeds. Flower
suggestions to begin planting are
begonias, impatiens, geraniums and
marigolds.
“Head to a local nursery and make
sure they have a good selection, the
best time is typically when there is no
more frost at night.”
With temperatures already rising
day-by-day, it’s imperative that you
get outside, soak up the sun, and get
cleaning!
For more information on Sussex
Landscaping & Lawn Care call Chris
Parsons at 302-249-3012. _

A beautiful lawn doesn’t happen by itself.

Your Full-Service Irrigation and Illumination Specialists for over 20 years.

302-645-4773

sposatoirrigation.com
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Spring gardening
Continued from page 50

How do you grow succulents?
Succulents can make any brown thumb turn green! They
are easy to care for, slow growing, and don’t require
water constantly. The options available in leaf texture,
size and color are endless. They love to be in little pots so
they don’t require much space. Also, they make great gifts
for anyone including children. Let’s go over some basics of
caring for your succulents.
The most basic care of succulents comes down to watering. They like to run on the dry side. However they do need
water at some point! Most succulents like to get dry and
then be watered thoroughly. They prefer this over a couple
drops of water every day. It is easier to save a succulent that
hasn’t been watered well than one that is overwatered with
soggy roots. They like being rootbound so it helps to run
water through them a couple times till they are fully saturated. All succulents need drainage so they do best in a pot
with holes. If you want to put them in container without
drainage make sure to put stones in the bottom to keep the
roots out of the water. You could also leave the plant in a
plastic pot inside the nice container so you can dump the
excess water.
With so many succulents available, you can find ones that
like sun as well as shade. This means you can grow succulents in a low light area in your house. Make sure to check
your succulent for the light level it prefers. If it is too much
sun, the foliage could burn or look bleached out. If the light
level is too low the plant could stretch looking for light. If
you notice these symptoms, adjust the plant accordingly.
Most succulents with colorful leaves will be more vibrant
in more sun. Some succulents that like shade are Haworthia, Aloes, Jades, Sansevieria, Hoyas, Rhipsalis, and
some Agaves.
Since succulents like to be rootbound, they love shallow
containers. They also do well combined with other succulents. If one gets too big it can always be pulled out and
replaced with something smaller. The potting soil should
include rocks or sand to help with the drainage. Cactus
and succulent soils are available for repotting. Putting
a layer of rocks or sand on top makes the plant look more
natural. Succulents do not require much fertilization and
are happy with a very diluted concentration of liquid fertilizer a couple times a year.
It is time to get caught up in the succulent craze! Find a
unique container and stuff it full of succulents. Use an old
table, toolbox, or even a wheelbarrow. Or leave a plant by itself for room to grow. Start a hardy succulent bed outside in
an area where it is hard to water. The options are endless!

I recently was given an
air plant. How do I care for it?
What could make a plant more perfect than being able
to grow it anywhere? Air plants are so versatile they can
grow without a container or even soil. They can be simply
put on a table, set in a glass jar, or glued to pretty much

Succulents, including cacti, can make any brown thumb turn green.

anything. Air plants look natural with sea shells, rocks,
marbles, sea glass, wood, and just about anything. They also
can be placed on other houseplants or hung with string!
Air plants pull moisture from the air, hence the name.
They do require additional moisture than they can pull
from the air. You should take the plant to the sink and run
water over it weekly. If the plant starts showing drought
stress like browning of leaf tips, submerge the air plant in
a bowl for at least 15 minutes to rehydrate it. This is also
helpful to do every so often to fully hydrate the plant.
Households can be very dry, especially in the winter when
heaters are running, so you might find they need more
frequent watering. Misting also helps. They don’t require
much fertilizer but a couple times a year you can put some
very diluted liquid fertilizer in the water in which they are
submerged.
Most air plants will bloom but some flowers are showier
than others. Many of the flowers will last for a long time.
When the entire flower has faded it can be cut off. A plant
has to reach a certain maturity to bloom. It could be awhile
since they are so slow growing. Once they bloom they will
make offshoots and the parent will eventually die off. They
will eventually form a clump of plants.
Higher light levels are best for air plants. They do best
in windows facing east where they get all morning sun and
a break from the hot midday sun. If you put them outside
for the summer they can take full sun since there is better
humidity and airflow to keep them happy. Sun will also help
bring out any coloring on air plants with colored foliage.
Keep in mind the more sun they are in, the more water they
will need to stay hydrated. a
Pepper’s Greenhouses is located at 13034 Cedar Creek Road in Milton. They are
open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday to Saturday and 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday. For more
information call 684-8092.
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Complete Septic Services
• Septic Pumping
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• Septic Pumps, Floats, Timers & Alarms

• Septic Design, Installation & Repair

• Septic Tank & Distribution Box
Replacements

• Septic Inspections

• Drain Field Replacement

• Septic Risers & Filters

• New Construction

Clean - it’s in our name

P.O. Box 123 Milton, DE 19968 | cleandelaware.com
info@cleandelaware.com | 302-684-4221 | 888-637-1517
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Six ways to update
home décor this spring
Spring is the perfect time re-evaluate
your home’s décor and color palette.
After the long winter season, interiors
often need a facelift.
Get inspired to freshen up your
home with these six 2017 décor trends
from interior designer and DIY television personality, Taniya Nayak.
1. Add timeless touches. Tasteful updates can help create an elegant
family room that will never go out of
style. Display heirlooms and vintageinspired items, such as traditional
candle holders or a vase, and pair with
a modern color scheme such as white
or navy, to achieve a tailored and timeless look in your living room.
2. Apply modern morphing
techniques. Morph a wide-open
space together with bold colors and
patterns that help bridge the gap between rooms. Accomplish this with a
large piece of geometric artwork or by
utilizing color-blocking techniques to
paint an accent wall, which tricks the
eye as to where one room ends and
another begins.
Before painting an accent wall, it’s
important to tape off windows, doorways and trim to prevent splatter. One
of the most important tools for any
painting project is a premium painter’s
tape, such as FrogTape brand painter’s
tape, which is treated with patented
PaintBlock Technology to help ensure
your work looks seamless and to
deliver the sharpest transition lines
between the newly painted accent wall
and adjacent walls.
3. Interweave textures and bold
patterns. Be bold and embrace this
indie-meets-mid-century trend to add
character to a space. An easy way to
attain this look is by pairing patterned
pillows with deep, intense colors from
an area rug.
4. Create luscious layers. Allow
yourself to feel wrapped in luxury
with this emerging trend. Immerse
yourself in layers by integrating different textures and soft patterns in colors,

such as blush pinks, creams and soft
grays. Start by adding blankets and
sheer drapery.
5. DIY haute homemade projects. Elevate your home with handmade personal touches that bring
comfort and warmth into a room. Go
bold and paint stripes on an area rug,
or give flea market finds a chic update
with metallic paint. If you want to start
small, try transforming an ordinary
basic into a fun planter by painting
the bottom with fresh white paint. For
professional looking results, you can
use FrogTape brand painter’s tape to
achieve a crisp line.
6. Incorporate nature’s influence. Integrate fresh flowers and
surprising pops of color, like yellow
or teal, with natural finishes, such as
wood, to create an unexpected yet

GET STARTED ON YOUR DÉCOR PROJECTS now so that you can ensure your home
is up-to-date with the latest design trends.

whimsical look. Or create a statement
accent piece by painting a natureinspired pattern like florals or feathers. All you need is paint and painter’s
tape to DIY a look that brings nature’s
outdoor influence inside. _

DAVE THE
UPHOLSTERER
www.davetheupholsterer.com

21101 John J. Williams Hwy., Lewes

Upholstery
fabric Sales
cushions
free pick-up and delivery

dave phillips • (302) 645-0838
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Achieve a beautiful lawn in less time

F

or homeowners looking to create
a more inviting outdoor living
space, it all starts with a beautiful
lawn. But without the right routines
and tools, achieving and maintaining a
top-quality yard can be time consuming.
One of the best ways to save time
and get the lawn you want is to invest
in better lawn care tools. Now is a
great time to take stock of the tools in
your garage.
“If you’re spending more time than
you’d like maintaining your lawn, you
might consider some key equipment
upgrades,” said Jamie Briggs, product
manager at Exmark, a manufacturer of
mowers and other lawn care equipment.
“Choosing the right mower is more
than just an investment to beautify
your property,” said Briggs. “A newer,
faster mower will give you more free
time to enjoy the outdoor living space
you’ve worked so hard to create.”
With that principle in mind, here are
some insights about what to look for

GIVE YOURSELF MORE TIME to enjoy the outdoors with newer, faster ways to achieve a
beautiful lawn.

when replacing an older mower with a
newer, more efficient model.
• Maneuverability: The ability to
easily maneuver among flowerbeds,
trees and other landscape features
allows you to mow closer to these

features. As a result, you’ll spend less
time with a string trimmer.
• Cut quality: Some mowers
deliver a better quality of cut than othContinued on page 64

Honey-Do List?
For
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Clean exterior
New/renewed lawn
New look (paint)
New/updated floors
Landscaping

Pressure washers
Aerator, overseeders
Ladders, scaffolding
Sanders, polishers
Compt. utility loaders
w/attachments

And when the work is done...have a party!

Rehoboth Beach
302-227-rent (7368)
227rent.com
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Scholarship applications due
to garden club April 28
The Milford Garden Club is offering
two $1,000 scholarships to high school
seniors residing in Kent or Sussex
counties.
The awards will go to students planning to enter horticulture, landscape
design, forestry, environmental studies
or a related field.
The deadline to apply is Friday,
April 28. For more information, contact Leona Langone at 302-422-8070 or
ljlmomma@aol.com.

LARGE SELECTION OF FENCE STYLES:
Aluminum I Privacy I Semi-Privacy I Picket I EZ Rail
Safety, Security & Privacy for Your Family!
Backyard Works is your local fence and deck
specialist, offering the best selection at the beach.

Be the envy of the neighborhood!

Lewes in Bloom list of plants
is now available online
On the Lewes in Bloom website,
there is a list of plants that names
all the annuals Lewes in Bloom has
planted throughout the city, by location. For the free list and information
on membership and support, go to
www.lewesinbloom.org or find Lewes
in Bloom on Facebook.
Lewes in Bloom is a volunteer organization that in 2014-15 spent hundreds
of hours planting thousands of bulbs
and plants throughout the city.

Lawn
Continued from page 53
ers. It’s one factor to consider when
upgrading your mower, especially with
respect to the type of grass of your
lawn.
• Durability: Look for features
with increased durability, such as
welded, fabricated cutting decks, commercial engines, hydro drive systems
and heavy-duty welded, tubular steel
unibody frames.
Briggs recommends homeowners
take a look at the equipment used by
the professionals.
“Landscape professionals earn their
living maintaining beautiful properties
efficiently. It’s safe to say the zero-turn
riding mower has become their tool of
choice,” he said.
This season, give yourself more time
and energy to enjoy the outdoor living
space you’ve created, with an upgrade
to newer, faster tools. _

Looking to Improve
Your Outdoor
Living Space?
ASK ABOUT OUR
Custom Decks!

250
OFF
Your Next

$

Fence Project!

ACT NOW - Expires 6/15/17!

Valid on 150 ft. minimum installation.
Limit one coupon per household.
Please mention or present coupon
at time of estimate.

View Our Inspiration Gallery!
backyardworks.net
CALL TODAY!

(302) 703-9888

26533 Lewes-Georgetown Hwy (Rt.9)
Harbeson, DE 19951
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17569 Nassau Commons Blvd.
Lewes, DE 19958
645-2159

www.jgmcustompainting.com

Delaware Beach’s Premier Painting Contractor since 1987
Before

After

Call us today for a free estimate!

10%
Re-Paint Specialists
DISCOUNT
Power Washing
on any
Exterior Painting
Cabinet
Refinishing
Deck Staining and Sealing
Project
Interior Painting
Exp 04/30/17
Industrial Epoxy floor coatings
Lead Certified
Eco-Friendly
Kitchen Cabinet/Furniture Refinishing
Daily rates available for small or odd jobs
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Get set for fun
in the sun with
outdoor crafts

A

s families await the arrival of
warmer weather, there are
things they can do to prepare
for a season of fun in the sun. Engaging in craft projects are good ways to
beat cabin fever while dreaming of
warm, springtime weather to come.
There are many craft projects
families and children can tackle, but
ideas that involve projects that can be
put to use outdoors may be the most
fitting. Fortunately, there are a number
of ideas for crafty projects to involve
everyone in the household.
• Birdhouse: Head to the hardware
store and pick up a few supplies. Otherwise, chances are items that can be
made into a birdhouse probably can be
found from scraps of materials already
around the house or in the garage.
Scraps of wood, metal, tiles, plastic,
and the like can be used to craft a
birdhouse or feeder. Even an empty
plastic bottle can be used. Some nesting material, such as pieces of yarn or
cotton, can be placed inside the house
to entice birds to take up residence
once the weather warms.
• Stepping stones: Stepping stones
can be a whimsical way to dress up the
outdoor garden or yard. A trip to the
craft store for some plaster or even a
quick-set cement can be the medium
to use for the stones. Experiment with
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CABINET REFACING
Save up to 50% over new cabinets.
Hundreds of colors and styles.
2-3 day installation.

Continued on page 70

COUNTERTOPS
Granite • Quartz • Laminate
Serving the Cape Region for over 22 years.

THERE ARE MANY craft projects families
and children can tackle, but ideas that involve projects that can be put to use outdoors may be the most fitting.

Visit Our Showroom
37169 Rehoboth Avenue

302-227-5544
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We are a Full-Service Contractor
Specializing in Waterscapes

First in Delaware – “Certified Concrete Developments”
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How to tend
to an indoor
herb garden

F

resh herbs and recently picked ingredients can add
flavor to any meal. A home chef can improve the
flavor of store-bought or prepared foods with an herb
garnish that can transform otherwise bland dishes into
something you’ll want to eat again and again.
Harvesting fresh herbs is easy for homeowners who have
gardens in their backyards. However, everyone does not
have a backyard, and even those who do might find their
gardens threatened by changing seasons or unwanted critters. When gardens are moved indoors, the bounty of fresh
ingredients continues no matter the date on the calendar.
Herb gardens are perhaps some of the easiest gardens to
cultivate indoors because they don’t require large pots or
much space. The plants themselves are relatively compact,
and it only takes a pinch of herbs to give a meal some extra
flavor.
When growing herbs indoors, your indoor growing area
must have adequate light to simulate the longer days of
summer; otherwise, the plants may go dormant. It’s ideal to
have a southern exposure on the herbs, with at least eight
hours of sunlight per day. If you do not live in a particularly
sunny locale, consider supplementing the plants with grow
lights, which will provide the full spectrum of light the
plants need to thrive.

HERB GARDENS ARE PERHAPS SOME OF THE
EASIEST GARDENS TO CULTIVATE INDOORS
BECAUSE THEY DON’T REQUIRE LARGE POTS OR
MUCH SPACE.
Indoor air can be too dry for herbs, so you will need to
compensate by providing humidity. While there may be
added humidity in a kitchen greenhouse window, it still
may not be enough to keep the plants healthy. Think about
misting the plants daily to create some extra humidity, or
place herb pots on top of a water-filled tray with pebbles
so the evaporating water will add moisture without making
the roots soggy.
Insects are another threat to indoor gardens because
there is no cold weather to inhibit the hatching of insect
eggs. Soil from outdoors may be more susceptible to
insects that are already living in the dirt. Instead of soil
from outside, use packaged soil or a nonsoil alternative that
will hold moisture without the added risk of bugs. If small
insects appear, use a mist of soapy water to kill the bugs
without harming the plants or making the herbs unfit for
eating.

A SUNNY LOCATION is necessary when cultivating an indoor herb
garden.

Group herbs together according to their watering needs
to make maintenance that much easier. New sprouts generally need more water than established plants.
Prune the herbs as needed for recipes. If the herbs experience a growth spurt, trim some of the plants and freeze
the herbs for later use.
Many indoor herb gardeners begin by growing parsley,
chives, oregano, and basil, but you can experiment with just
about any herb. a
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Lighting tips to create home ambiance

A

re you looking for a way to
spruce up your home but don’t
want to spend a bundle?
Consider your light bulbs and
fixtures. Lighting can go a long way
to creating ambiance in a home, and
is often cheaper than painting. Plus,
it’s more functional than unnecessary
knick-knacks cluttering your living
spaces.
Here are some lighting tips to create a welcoming atmosphere in your
home:
• First impressions count. Make
your guests feel at home by using
floodlights that provide illumination
across a wide area. And consider adding a dimming switch, which allows
you to illuminate the entry but creates
a lower level of light to help visitors
adapt to sudden changes in light levels
when coming in from outside. Floodlights can also create added drama in
hallways, kitchens and guest rooms.
• Add color. Looking for a subtle
shift in the color of your living spaces?
Light bulbs are available in a variety of

WITH THE PROPER LIGHTING, you can
change your house into a home.

color temperatures, from warm, soft
white to cool, natural daylight. Each
changes the look and feel of a room.
You can filter out dull yellow rays
produced by standard incandescent
bulbs with CFL or halogen lights.
• Cozy up in the kitchen. Often
a main gathering place, the kitchen
should be well lit for both cooking and
entertaining. Create a cozy look using
recessed downlights that also offer a
well-lit work surface for creating those
gourmet meals.

Place them 6 to 8 feet apart for even
illumination.
• Let the dining room glitter,
not glare. To achieve a welcoming
ambiance in the dining room, keep
your chandelier dimmed. For extra
sparkle, consider installing small recessed downlights on either side of the
chandelier.
If your dining room table, china
cabinet or fixtures incorporate dull
materials such as wood, pewter or
wrought iron, coated Reveal bulbs offer a softer illumination that brings out
the textures of these materials. And
they’re offered in candelabra, globe
and other shapes fitting for decorative
applications.
• Enhance brick and stone. Many
of today’s home fireplaces incorporate
stone and brick walls that can be highlighted with a wall-washing technique
called grazing to showcase their great
color and texture. Place recessed
directional fixtures 6 to 8 inches away
from the wall and 12 to 30 inches apart
for a dramatic visual effect. a

POWER AND
PRECISION FOR
THE BIGGER
CHALLENGES
The XT2 Enduro Series delivers even
higher levels of power, control and
durability. The XT2 tackles more challenging terrain and takes on the conditions that demand more power while
supporting a host of attachments for
true year-round versatility.

CUBCADET.COM
25268 Governors Stockley Road • Georgetown, DE 19947

302.856.3579
www.davidabanks.com
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Creative gardening tips
for the spring season

Painting flower pots is a great way to get the
whole family involved.

Crafts

Continued from page 66
shapes that can be used as molds, and
gather different materials that can be
embedded into the stepping stone,
such as pebbles, marbles, beads, etc.
Use a pencil or another pointed tool
to engrave a message or name on the
stepping stones before allowing them
to dry and harden.
• Kite: The beginning of the spring
season often arrives behind a burst
of wind. Make the most of blustery
conditions by crafting a kite from a
kitchen trash bag, some sticks and
string.
• Garden gnomes: Craft stores
often sell unfinished pottery that can
be painted and sealed. See if garden
gnomes or other whimsical creatures
can be found. Use acrylic paint to
decorate the figurines in your favorite
colors.
• Outdoor games: A large piece of
plywood or fiberboard can serve as the
game board for a number of different
activities. Use spray paint to stencil alternating squares of red and black for a
larger-than-life checkerboard or chess
board. For those with more time and
creative stamina, use large stones to
paint on letters and make an outdoor
Scrabble board for fun times with family and friends.
• Painted flower pots: If the
colors and designs at the local garden
center don’t fit with a particular design
scheme, buy unfinished terra cotta or
plastic pots and paint them with the
designs and colors that coordinate
better.
Getting crafty doesn’t have to mean
knitting sweaters or decoupage hat
boxes. By making items that can be
put to use outdoors, families can usher
in the spring season a little early and
reap rewards for months to come. _

G

ardeners often focus on the science of their hobby: How much
water and sunlight their plants
need and how to improve soil quality
and keep pests at bay. But there can
be a lot of artistry behind the craft as
well - from how you harvest and enjoy
flowers to how you convert unused
spaces of your home into a viable
indoor edible garden.
Put your creativity to good use this
spring season by gardening with style.
For those who don’t have an outdoor
garden or yard, the dream of enjoying
your own freshly picked fruits and
vegetables may seem out of reach.
However, the nooks and crannies of
your home can be creatively rendered
into productive growing zones. And
experts say that nearly all homes can
support indoor gardening.
“Whatever the size of your home,
there will be a selection of edible
plants you can grow indoors, as long

as you have some natural daylight filtering in. The areas where plants will
grow can be windowsills, beneath a
skylight or even in a dark, unlit area if
you install grow lights,” says Zia Allaway, author of “Indoor Edible Garden:
Creative Ways to Grow Herbs, Fruit
and Vegetables in Your Home.”
Her book provides a highly visual
guide full of practical tips and stylish ideas. Allaway offers step-by-step
directions for everything from creating
suspended shelves and hanging jars
for growing herbs to mounting edible
orchids onto bark and displaying them
on walls. She points out that those
embarking on indoor gardening should
first evaluate the amount of time they
can commit.
While your garden is likely a beautiful work of art, you can spread joy by
harvesting your flora and bringing the
beauty indoors. Floral arrangements
add vitality to any interior space. _

Your Local Supplier
For Building
Materials & Hardware
Lumber

Plywood

Decking

Treated Lumber Siding

Tools

Hardware

Windows

Paint

Cabinets

Shingles

Doors

302-645-2233

18744 John J. Williams Hwy. Rehoboth
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Showroom | Design | Supply | Installation

Since 1963

Our experienced staff of award winning
designers and expert installation team look forward
to making your dream a reality!

26836 Lewes-Georgetown Hwy.
Harbeson, DE 19951

bathkitchenandtile.com

302-353-4698
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Prepare a deck or patio for entertaining

F

ew things are better than having
a functional and beautiful outdoor space to entertain guests.
Having a great outdoor space enables
a person to host parties or intimate
gatherings all year long. Establishing
an entertaining space and maintaining
that space are essential when planning
another year of fun in the sun.
There are many things homeowners can do to ensure their entertaining
space is safe and functional. As the
season approaches, include some landscaping and decorating components
to your preparatory plans to make the
space as comfortable and aesthetically
appealing as possible.
Here are a few key tips for readying
your yard for entertaining possibilities.
Expand on these basics to customize
an area for your unique needs.
• Check the area for needed
repairs. Prior to your first entertaining session, look over the deck or patio
to take note of any flaws that may
present safety hazards. Are there any

CONCRETE STAMPING
MASONRY
GRADING

loose railings? Are all screws and nails
flush so they do not cause tripping?
Are there any cracks in concrete or
loose patio blocks? Be sure to remedy
all of the repairs needed to ensure
guests will be safe. If you are unsure of
any structural deficits, consult with a
contractor.
• Hire a reputable contractor.
If you are just laying the groundwork
for a new patio or deck, it is important
to get the necessary permits and then
hire a person who has been properly
vetted. Check qualifications and licensing before hiring a contractor and
ask to view a portfolio of his or her
previous work. Word-of-mouth recommendations from trusted friends and
family members are good, and you can
also double-check qualifications by
contacting the Better Business Bureau
to see if any complaints have been
lodged or use a service such as Angie’s
List to read reviews of his or her work.
Continued on page 78

ESTABLISHING AN ENTERTAINING SPACE
and maintaining that space are essential
when planning another year of fun in the sun.

LOT CLEARING
SEPTIC DESIGN
& INSTALLATION

The New Look of Concrete - Picture the Possibilities for Your Home!
Learn about the latest concrete design solutions for your home and landscape.
Practical, durable, beautiful and affordable, you’ll love the results today and for years to come.

22182 Camp Arrowhead Road • Lewes, DE 19958 • 302.945.0942 Ofﬁce • 302-228-0985 Cell Ask for Eric
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DOS AND DON’TS

Growing Tomatoes
DON’T purchase seedlings that have flowers on
them. You may think you are getting a head start,
but really what the plants need to do first is
establish their roots, not produce babies. Let
them get settled in.
DO pinch those flowers off if you started
your own plants and they are budding. Really, you’ll get more fruit in the long run.
DON’T overfertilize. It’s fine to
give your plants some good healthy
compost, but take it easy on the
fertilizer. Too much will grow
wonderful bushy and green, albeit
unproductive, plants. (Same goes
for your peppers by the way.)
DO give them a bit of Epsom
salts. They love that stuff. If they
don’t need it, it won’t hurt. It is
good to have it as a preventative
measure to help grow healthier
plants.
DO plant your transplants very
deep. ‘Up to their necks’ is what the
farmers say. This way they will grow a
great root system, as mentioned above.
The better the roots, the more productive the plants will be.
DON’T water from above, if you can
help it. This can cause soil to splash up on
the stems, making them more prone to disease.
Try to use a soaker hose whenever possible with
tomatoes.
DO mulch, especially if you are watering from above.
This helps prevent that soil splash just mentioned, as
well as holding the moisture your tomatoes may need.
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A simple spring
cleaning checklist

I

t’s the time of year to roll up your
sleeves and do some spring cleaning.
“An all-purpose cleaner and a tough
degreasing agent can be used in so
many areas of the home,” said Jeff
Devlin, a licensed contractor who has
appeared on several home-improvement television shows. Devlin offers
these different strategies for critical
areas of your home.
• Stove and range hoods: While
you should be cleaning these areas
regularly after food preparation, take
this opportunity to conduct a more
thorough cleaning. Spray cleaner
directly on the mess for up to two
minutes. Wipe clean with a sponge
or cloth. Then rinse thoroughly with
clean water.
• Sinks and countertops: Sinks
and countertops can be a trap for

food, grease, grime and soap scum.
Generously spray non-porous surfaces with your cleaner then rinse
with clean water.
• Stove exhaust filter: The
grease buildup that collects on the
stove’s exhaust filter can be a tough
nut to crack. In a sink basin, mix 8
ounces of a concentrated multi-surface cleaner and 1 gallon of hot water
and submerge the filter. Place the
filter in a sink or dishpan and pour in
concentrated cleaner to cover. Allow
the filter to soak for 30 minutes.
• Floors: Give your floors a
mopping. Mix 4 ounces of cleaning
solution with 1 gallon of warm water.
Apply with mop or sponge.
• Garbage cans and diaper
pails: Bags often leak nastiness into
the bottom of the garbage can, which
can easily be missed when quickly re-
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placing the bag. Turn your cleanser’s
nozzle to spray and generously cover
the can. Wipe or brush any areas that
have any residue. Rinse thoroughly
with clean water.
• Showers, tubs and tile: Use
your cleaning agent at full strength
and generously spray surfaces directly. Allow it to penetrate the soap
scum for up to two minutes. Do not
allow to dry. Wipe away with a coarse
sponge or cloth. Rinse thoroughly
with clean water.
• Toilets: Let’s face it. This isn’t
anyone’s favorite job but it has to be
done. Turn that nozzle to spray and
generously spray the outside of the
toilet. Wipe clean with a paper towel,
then give a quick rinse.
• Patio: For patios, outdoor furniture, concrete, vinyl fences and siding, use the same cleaner outdoors:
simply spray, then wipe clean with
a cloth or sponge and rinse surfaces
with clean water. While you’re at it,
consider removing grease and grime
from tools, engine parts, tires, sports
gear and lawn equipment. a

Steps to create bird-friendly habitat
• Provide water year-round - A simple
birdbath is a great start. Change water every 2-3 days in warm weather to prevent
mosquito larvae from hatching. Use a
heater in the winter. Place the water container about 10 feet from dense shrubs or
other cover that predators may use.
• Install native plants - Select a variety of
native plants to offer year-round food in
the form of seeds, berries, nuts and nectar. Try to recreate the plant ecosystem
native to your area. Evergreen trees and
shrubs provide excellent cover through
all seasons, if they are part of your local
ecosystem. The Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center has lists of recommended
native plants by region and state at www.
wildflower.org/collections.
• Remove invasive plants from your
wildlife habitat - Many invasive plants
out-compete the native species favored
by birds, insects and other wildlife. To find
a list of invasive plants in your state go to
the USDA Plants Database at plants.usda.
gov.

• Eliminate insecticides in your yard Insects are the primary source of food for
many bird species and are an important
source of protein and fats for growing
juvenile birds.
• Keep standing dead trees - Standing dead trees (also known as ‘snags’)
provide cavity-dwelling places for birds
to raise young and a source of insects for
food. Many species will also seek shelter
from bad weather inside these hollowed
out trees. Inspect your snags regularly to
make sure they do not present any safety
hazards.
• Put out nesting boxes - Make sure the
boxes have ventilation holes near the top
(but not in the roof, or water will leak in)
and drainage holes below. Do not use a
box with a perch, as house sparrows are
known to sit on a nesting box perch and
peck at other birds inside the nesting box.
Be sure to monitor the boxes for invasive
animal species such as European starlings
or house sparrows, which are known to
harm or outcompete native species.

• Build a brush pile in a corner of your
yard - Start with larger logs and top with
smaller branches. Some birds will hunt,
roost or even nest in brush piles.
• Offer food in feeders - Bird feeders are
great sources of supplemental food during
times of food scarcity, and also enhance
bird viewing opportunities.
• Keep your cat indoors - Domestic cats
kill millions of birds every year.
Reduce your lawn
area - Lawns
have little value
to birds or other
wildlife, and
they require
more energy
for mowing, applying
fertilizers and
watering. a
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Protect Your
Investment

Avery Hall
Insurance

will find the
homeowners
coverage you want
at the right price.

• Quality coverage to protect
your home and its contents
through Donegal
• Extremely competitive rates
• Special discounts available

PLUS!

Save up to 10% if you
insure both your home
and your car with
Donegal and
Avery Hall Insurance

Call Avery Hall Insurance today for a free insurance consultation.

103 Broadkill Road
Milton, DE
302-684-3413

119 Market Street
Bridgeville, DE
302-337-8231

500 W Stein Hwy 408 N Washington St. 308 E Main Street
Easton, MD
Salisbury, MD
Seaford, DE
410-822-7300
410-742-5111
302-629-4514

averyhall.com
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Backyard projects you
can tackle in a weekend

N

ow that warmer weather is on
the horizon, you want to be
outside to enjoy it. Your back
yard could be the perfect place to bask
in the sun, entertain friends or indulge
in your hobbies. It just needs a little
sprucing up, and the right projects can
help.
Best of all, many of these projects
are quick and easy. To get you started,
here are three projects you can accomplish in a spring weekend - and enjoy
all summer long.

Forging a fire pit
Whether it's an afternoon gathering
or an evening under the stars, adding a
fire pit to your back yard is a great way
to make an enjoyable get-together last
even longer. And building one is easier
than you think.
Start by marking the center of
your pit in the ground. Spray a circle

around the center, outlining your pit's
desired circumference - say 5 feet. Dig
this space to a depth of 6 inches. In
your newfound pit, make a similar circle 12 inches in from your outer circle
to make the inner wall of your pit.
Fill this area with small stones to
serve as the foundation, and lay wet
concrete on the ground to solidify and
build that foundation. If you do not
have the tools you need to successfully
make concrete, you can always rent
them to eliminate the need for a onetime purchase. Once the foundation is
ready, apply mortar and stones around
the ring. Build up the fire pit wall with
additional mortar and stones. After
the pit has been built to a height of
your choosing, use a brush to remove
excess mortar from the inside. You
may also spray the inside with a can of
spray paint to give your pit's interior a
uniform look.

ADDING A FIRE PIT to your backyard is a
great way to make an enjoyable get-together last even longer. Build a fire pit wall with
mortar and stones.

Planning the planters
If you've always wanted to add a
pop of color to your back yard, planter
boxes can be just the ticket. They are
relatively simple to build yourself.
Start by choosing a wood, like cedar,
for your project. Cut four strips with
two half the length of your other two,
but sharing the same height. These
strips will form the foundation of your
rectangular planter. If you lack a saw
to cut them with, you can always rent
one.
Continued on page 80

Unique. Like you.

www.staterahomes.com
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READY.
SET.
HOME.
WSFS Mortgage. Always a good move. With world-class service, a range of
mortgage products to choose from and friendly Associates to help you make
the right decisions, WSFS Bank gives you more than just a mortgage.
To apply or learn more, visit WSFSMortgage.com or call 1-888-992-7729.

©2017 Wilmington Savings Fund Society, FSB | Member FDIC | NMLS#417673
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Deck or patio
Continued from page 72
• Think about closing in a portion of a deck or patio. The use of
a canopy, netting or even greenery to
protect an entertaining space can help
minimize weather-related damage to
outdoor furniture. Netting will keep a
good number of biting insects at bay
when the weather is warm and humid.
Having a bit of concealment also
means you can create a private space
that isn’t easily viewed by neighbors
or passersby.
• Plan well-defined areas. Just
as rooms serve different purposes
inside of the home, outdoor areas
can be separated according to usage.
Establish a sitting nook where guests
can gather and talk. Have a bar or
serving area where refreshments are
made and served. Make sure there is
a shaded area for when the sun is too
uncomfortable to make sitting outside
enjoyable. Similarly, have a sunny area
where people can soak up a few rays
or dry off after a dip in the spa or pool.
Don’t forget to establish a spot for the
kids to converge with scaled-down
amenities.
• Consider a fireplace or fire pit.
For centuries, man has gathered
around fire for socialization and
a means to warming up. Having a
backyard fireplace, pit or chiminea is a
conversation-starter, a decorative focal
point, and a functional tool to extend
the number of seasons in which outdoor entertaining can take place. Place
the fire wisely and with concern for
safety.
• Invest in quality outdoor furniture. Today’s yards are extensions
of a home’s interior. Guests no longer
want to sit on uncomfortable metal
or plastic furniture. There are many
different outdoor sofas and chairs that
are as stylish as they are comfortable.
These pieces can be matched to the
decor inside your home for a cohesive
look.
• Accessorize. Consider the creature comforts of indoors and mimic
that outdoors. Don’t shy away from
hanging artwork on an exterior wall
or using urns or pottery to decorate
the space. Weather-resistant materials ensure everything from clocks to
televisions can be used outdoors. a

Specializing in
· Stamped concrete
· Patios
· Walkways
· Driveways
· Gravel driveways
· All types of brick
and block work
FREE ESTIMATES
Proudly servicing all of Delmarva for
over twenty years.

Call today for service

302-270-3386
www.ldmasonry.com
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Backyard
Continued from page 76
Once your strips are cut, butt the
ends together and apply wood glue
at the joints to secure the fit. Drill a
screw into each end to solidify the fit.
Next, attach the bottom panels with
glue and drill a screw through the ends
of the bottom panels into the sides for
a more secure fit.
Finish by lightly sanding any rough
or unseemly spaces on the foundations. Add a touch of paint or stain to
improve the planter's appearance and
offer long-term protection.

Shedding new light on the shed
If you're going to spend more time
in your back yard this year, it's time
to finally do something about that old
shed you've been ignoring for years.
Fortunately, something as small as
a new coat of paint can have a large
impact on your shed's appearance.
Before applying a drop of paint, inspect the shed to be sure no structural
maintenance is needed. Then it's time
to clean it. Rent a pressure washer for
a quick clean that will free the building
of dirt, debris and cobwebs.
Once the shed is clean and dry,
apply an oil-based primer, which will
help protect the building from the elements and make it easier to paint.
Finally, it's time to paint. A longnap roller works well for this project,
but you can also rent a paint sprayer.
Choose a color to your liking and be
sure to select a paint designed for
outdoor projects._

Dewey yard sale vendor
registration due April 15
Dewey Business Partnership will be
sponsoring the Dewey Beach Treasure
Fest Community Yard Sale from 8 to
11:30 a.m., Saturday, April 29. Rain date
is Sunday, April 30.
In addition to individual yard sales,
there will also be a multi-vendor sale
at the Rusty Rudder parking lot. Spaces are $15 each and are available to the
general public. Lot spaces for the lot
are on a first-come, first-served basis
with a deadline of Saturday, April 15.
To register, go to deweybusinesspartnership.com or email kellydewey@
comcast.net.

Rent a pressure washer for a quick clean that will free the building of dirt, debris and cobwebs.

Tri-State Cleaning, L.L.C.
Owned and Operated
by Tim & Mary Walker
since 1963

• Carpet
• Upholstery
& Area Rug
Cleaning
• Fine-fabric
Dry Cleaning

Professional Care
for a
Healthier Home

302-644-6554 • 302-684-2805 • 1-800-672-2805
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Decorative concrete overlays and staining for exterior concrete areas.
High performance epoxy floors, including metallic and full broadcast epoxy systems.
See our website for more information and project photos

www.delawareconcretecoatings.com
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steps to creating
fairy gardens

G

ardening can be an enjoyable activity for adults and
children alike.
Gardening encourages creative
thinking and can make for an ecofriendly activity as well. Adding a
touch of whimsy to gardening can
make it that much more attractive
to children.
Perhaps that is why fairy
gardens have become so popular
among youngsters. Fairy gardens
can be designed in outdoor gardens or in containers that children
can nurse and enjoy indoors. Here
are six steps to get your fairy garden up and running.

1. Choose your container or

location. Decide where to place
the fairy garden. Hollowed-out tree
stumps are both contained and
outdoors, and kids may feel like
the fairies inhabited this neglected
area of the yard and made it their
own. Otherwise, use containers
you already have, such as old pots,
hanging baskets, picnic baskets or
cookie tins. Wooden birdhouses
with their roofs removed also can
make for clever places to house the
gardens.

2.

Choose a theme. Fairy houses
can take on any theme their creators prefer. Themes help children
decide what to include in their
gardens. For example, a seaside
retreat may work well with little
reclining chairs, sea grasses and
succulents. You can then complete
the theme by adding some seashells and colored stones.

3. Draw up your design. Before

5. Don’t forget a fairy dwelling.

4. Include similar-needs plants.

6. Invite the fairies. Children can

securing anything in the container
or digging into your garden bed,
sketch out a garden design. This
gives you an idea of how the finished product will look. Even before
planting, gently place plants and
other components in their spots
and move them around accordingly until you find the desired look.

Mixing plants that have different
requirements can make it challenging to care for the fairy garden, so
select plants that require similar
levels of sunlight, prefer similar
soil conditions and require roughly
the same amount of watering.
Herbs are a smart choice because
they stay small and are easily
maintained.

You will need to add a house for
the fairies to inhabit. Small birdhouses can work, but you also can
consider old teapots, bird-nesting
boxes or even homemade houses
assembled out of bark and twigs.
Use your imagination and the garden will take on a life of its own.

invite fairies to take up residence
(fairies often show up at night and
tend to remain unseen), or children
can create their own fairies using
craft materials.
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Exterior home improvements
yield higher ROI for less money

R

enovation season is approaching. Do you know what home
improvements will give you the
best return for your money? Here's a
hint: step outside.
You might assume upgrades to
interior spaces like kitchens and bathrooms have the best payoff, but most
home improvements don't return 100
percent of their value at the time of
resale. Those that yield the best return
on investment for the most modest
costs are generally exterior improvements.

Outside the box
Interior projects like a minor kitchen
renovation or bathroom upgrade return a decent percentage of your initial
investment when you sell your home
- about 80 percent and 65 percent,
respectively, according to Remodeling's Cost vs. Value report. However,

they can also cost tens of thousands of
dollars.
By contrast, exterior projects like
adding a deck or replacing a garage
door deliver similar high rates of
return, but for far less cost. Adding
a composite deck can cost around
$17,000 and yield an ROI of more than
65 percent, while a garage door typically costs less than $2,000 and returns
nearly 77 percent of your investment
when you sell.
In fact, six of the eight improvements with the best ROI on Remodeling's report were exterior projects, and
their average payback was nearly 75
percent.

Top exterior projects
Here are popular exterior projects
that offer high ROI, according to the
Cost vs. Value report:
• Roof replacement - A midrange

roof replacement costs approximately
$20,000 and returns nearly 69 percent
of the investment. What's more, a new
roof helps protect your entire home
from weather damage and can improve curb appeal.
• Composite deck addition Costs vary, but Remodeling bases its
evaluation of ROI on a cost of about
$17,000. At that price, adding a composite deck delivers ROI of 65.2 percent. Of course, the value of your deck
will depend on many factors, including
the quality of the building products
you choose. Capped board composites,
like Envision Decking by TAMKO
Building Products, are gaining popularity. Envision Inspiration, the latest
in the TAMKO collection, was introduced in late 2016, and features striking color patterns for a visual effect
that's as appealing as the financial ROI
of composite decking.
• Siding replacement - Another
exterior feature that protects the
whole home and greatly affects its
Continued on page 86

K-10 DOG TRAINING
Nothing improves a home
more than a
well-behaved pooch!

Henlopen Overhead Door

www.k10dogtraining.com | 302.236.2497

Residential Garage
Door Services

Jim Bachman
owner

302-228-0561
HenlopenOverheadDoor
@Outlook.com
HenlopenOverheadDoor.com

K-10 Dog Training is licensed & insured.
ABC Certified Dog Trainer, ABC Mentor, CGC Evaluator
Therapy Dog Evaluator, Pet CPR Certified

WANDA’S
PET SERVICE

Pet Sitting and
Cageless Kennel
We handle Domestic, Exotic & Farm Animals
24 Hour Service &
Transportation to:

Groomers, Vets, etc.

Experienced

Vet Tech/Assistant

WandasPetService.com
Licensed & Bonded

302.339.0376
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LUXURY HOMES
AT THE BEACH

Enjoy your new beach home this summer!
Visit any of Southern Delaware beach area communities and find the
retreat you’ve been looking for.
BETHANY BEACH AREA
BAY FOREST

302.829.8898 | Villas from the
$300s, single-family homes
from the $330s and resort-style
homes from the $370s

THE RESERVES

302.829.8423 | Single-family
homes from the upper $300s

FENWICK ISLAND AREA
BATSON CREEK
844.728.9663 | Single-family
homes from the low $300s

BAYSIDE

855.631.6372 | Villas from
the low $300s
Last Chance—only 3
homesites remaining!

THE OVERLOOK

844.737.6638 | Villas from
the low $300s

THE RESORT COLLECTION
AT THE OVERLOOK
844.737.6638 | Coming Soon!
Direct bayfront, single-family,
resort-style homes from the $500s

WATER’S EDGE
AT THE OVERLOOK

844.737.6638 | Coming Soon!
Estate-style homes with
bay and marsh views from
the $600s

Visit NVHomesBeaches.com for more information
Brokers warmly welcomed
*Offer valid for a limited time on new sales contracts written and financed through NVR Mortgage. Prior sales and homes
under construction excluded. Cannot be combined with any other offers. Certain restrictions apply. Prices, offers, financing and
availability subject to change without notice. See a Sales and Marketing Representative for details. NVR Mortgage Finance, Inc.
is licensed by the Virginia State Corporation Commission as a mortgage lender and broker, MC-528.

TAKE ADVANTAGE
The time is right to
start building now
and enjoy your
summer at the beach!

Call 302.569.9494
today to RSVP.
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ROI
Continued from page 84
its curb appeal, new siding can cost
around $14,500. When you sell your
home, that new siding will recoup
about 76 percent of your initial investment.
• Garage door replacement Older garage doors may lack modern
insulating qualities and a shabbylooking door can drag down the look
of your home.
Replacing the garage door costs
roughly $1,700 and returns nearly 77
percent of that amount at the time of
resale.
• Steel entry door - The single
exterior home improvement with the
greatest ROI is also one of the cheapest and easiest to do. Replacing a
wooden door with a steel entry door
will run you about $1,400 and you'll
recoup more than 90 percent of that
cost when you sell your home.
Exterior home improvements not
only enhance your enjoyment of your
home and help maintain its security,

ADDING A COMPOSITE DECK to your home can return up to 65 percent of your investment
when you go to sell, according to a new report. Capped composites, like the Envision Distinction boards by TAMKO Building Products as seen on this Colorado Custom Decks project, are
one of the hottest trend in composite decking right now.

they're also the first things potential
buyers see when they pull up to the
curb. When you want to make cost-

We specialize in:
Custom-built Kitchen Cabinets, Bathroom Vanities, Live-Edge Furniture,
Mud Room Lockers, Farm Tables, Barn Doors

effective, high-ROI improvements,
making exterior upgrades is money
well spent. _

Paint · Trim · Remodel
(302) 381-0802
HayesCustomlnteriors.com
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Philips
P A I N T I N G

Affordable, professional painting and powerwashing services.

Philip Swetz

302-344-0535

philipswetz@icloud.com

Serving Maryland &
Delaware’s Eastern Shore
Licensed & Insured
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Colonial herbs in the modern landscape
By Diana O'Hagan
Lewes in Bloom

P

assing under one of the arches
into the Fisher Martin Herb
Garden in Lewes' Zwaanendael
Park, visitors can glimpse, whiff and
savor more than 80 plants used by
1700s Lewestowne housewives and
Delaware’s Native Americans.
Plants used in the past, for example,
to dye cloth, soothe digestive aliments,
freshen the air, deter insects or season
food are not necessarily valued in the
same manner today. However finding
ways to incorporate these herbs into
one’s own landscape design can be
rewarding experience.
Using herbs as ground cover is one
approach for including fast growing,
spreading types. Ground covers add
subtle patches of color under taller
plants or trees, stop erosion on slopes,
fill gaps between stone slabs, take the
place of costly mulch to choke out
weeds, enliven an otherwise barren
corner, soften garden edges. A look at
five ground-spreading plants from the
Fisher Martin Herb Garden follows.
A familiar one, creeping thyme
(Thymus praecox) adds fragrance to
any path as well as seasoning culinary
delights. Spreading by self-layering
as it creeps along the soil, this thyme
grows well in bright sun keeping its
colorful leaves even into late winter
months in many locations. It is low
growing at 2 to 4 inches tall and produces small flowers usually in July and
August.
Oregano (Origanum vulgare) is
another creeping culinary herb that
grows tall, topping out at 12 inches. It
has highly aromatic paired leaves and
rosy pink tubular flowers making this
an excellent bee and butterfly plant.
The planting responds well to shearing in late summer and keeps low dark
green leaves most of the winter. A
sunny, dry, even stony location is the
preferred environment.
The white daisy-like flowers of Roman Chamomile (Chamaemelum
nobile) known for calming effects
when brewed as tea are also used in
potpourri. This hardy perennial grows
in full sun at the Fisher Martin Herb
Garden and in partial shade, as it does

LEWES IN BLOOM PHOTOS

THE FISHER MARTIN HERB GARDEN in Zwaanendael Park uses herbs as ground cover.

Pennyroyal has small glossy, egg-shaped
leaves.

in my garden. As tall as 10 inches
when flowering, the finely cut, scented
leaves are bright green, keep color
into the winter and spread quickly in
well-drained soil. Allowed to ramble
it makes a soft carpet for walking
through barefoot.
Lady’s Bedstraw (Galium verum)
used as a dye and to curdle milk for
making cheese in an earlier era grows
into a dense cover over garden soil.
With whorls of six to eight leaves
around a square stem that grows 10
inches long and entwines with nearby
stems, the carpet spreads quickly.
Bright green leaves with panicles of
honey-scented yellow flowers in late

Lady’s Bedstraw has Bright green leaves with
panicles of honey-scented yellow flowers in
late summer

summer make this one a must to grow
in full sun to part shade.
Pennyroyal (Mentha pulegium),
unlike the other herbs, prefers to grow
in part to fully shaded areas spreading close to the ground even between
bricks and tolerating mild foot traffic
releasing its pungent scent with each
step. Small glossy, egg-shaped leaves
fill stems that can grow 10 inches long.
Lavender blooms crowd tightly on the
stems in August and September. Plant
Continued on page 89
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Fisher Martin
Continued from page 88
this lovely cover where its long-standing purpose as a flea repellent will be
of value.
The Fisher Martin Herb Garden
was originally established in 1984 by a
group of Lewes residents to complement the recently relocated FisherMartin House, c.1730. Members of
Sussex Master Gardeners took over
stewardship and maintained the colonial atmosphere of the garden for a
number of years. Lewes in Bloom, an
award winning, all volunteer, nonprofit
that serves to beautify the City of
Lewes assumed care of the garden in
2004.
After consultation with Williamsburg and Nanticoke experts and with
help from the City of Lewes, the current garden redesign was built starting
in the fall of 2006. An inventory of the
plantings in 2012 was used to procure
new plant ID tags and to refresh the
garden. Continuing this dedication
to authenticity, emphasis is placed
on ensuring the accuracy of herb
and plant varieties to the time period
represented.
Today, the Fisher Martin Herb
Garden is lovingly attended by many
Lewes in Bloom volunteers. Each
spring these eager helpers reevaluate
the garden for its content and growing
conditions procuring plants and making adjustments as needed.
We dig and pot “volunteer” plants
and divisions for sale at the Lewes in
Bloom Spring Plant Sale 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. on Saturday, May 6.
From early spring to the hard frost
of early winter, members weed, plant,
prune and nurture this space so that
all can see, sniff and sample a brief
moment in 1700s Sussex County, Delaware. Come visit the garden! _
Diana O’Hagan, an avid gardener, has been a member
of Lewes in Bloom since 2008 and Fisher Martin Herb
Garden Patron since 2013.
The mission of Lewes in Bloom is to promote the
beautification and maintenance of Historic Lewes
and the community at large. By doing so, historical
preservation, urban forestry, environmental
awareness and wide ranging community involvement,
in addition to floral displays and landscaping are
enhanced for everyone’s enjoyment. For more
information go to lewesinbloom.org.
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PAVER
PATIOS

THE only CALL YOU NEED TO MAKE

Call Chris Parsons at 302-249-3012
Free Spring Start-Up with
service & winterization agreement.
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Cooking surface for the avid foodie

M

ore and more people are taking cooking and baking into
their own hands and equipping their kitchens with the necessities for churning out quality meals.
Possibly spurred on by the growing number of DIY cooking shows on
television, individuals are experimenting with lavish cakes, cookies and
other culinary treats. They want their
kitchens to offer the amenities that
will enable them to whip up delicious
food items.
A lot of the prep work that goes into
cooking and baking takes place on
countertops in the kitchen. There are
many durable counter surfaces, but
not all of them are suitable for preparing foods.
Marble counters are one of the coveted surfaces for prepping foods and
many baked goods. Although marble
is also very attractive in the kitchen, it
has many properties that make it conducive to the kitchen environment.
Marble is one of the most durable

stones available. The price of marble
clearly illustrates its enduring nature.
Ancient civilizations turned to marble
to make buildings and statues because
of its durability. Most of these structures are still in good condition today.
Countertops of marble are heatresistant and will not burn or catch
fire. But it’s best to place a hot plate
between the marble and the pan or pot
to protect the finish that may be on the
countertop.
Due to the strength of marble,
countertops made from this material
are also highly resistant to scratches,
cracks, and breakage. However, the
sealant on the marble could become
scratched or damaged and require
stripping. Talk with a countertop
installer about the use of the marble in
the kitchen to determine the best ways
to protect the stone.
Marble is often cool to the touch,
making it an ideal surface to roll out
pastry doughs and sugar pastes for
baking. Many fine chefs also rely on a

COUNTERTOPS OF MARBLE are heat-resistant and will not burn or catch fire.

marble rolling pin to avoid sticking of
doughs due to heating.
Because marble can be porous,
it’s suggested to seal it properly so it
won’t discolor or harbor bacteria. _
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YOUR
HOME
Piccard Homes takes pride in building superior residential communities
and homes. Family is the core of our business, which shows in all we do.

· Building Family Memories Since 1994
· Home Packages From The Upper 100’s
· Home & Lot Packages From The Low 200’s

See the Difference

Phone: (302) 227-8412 | Email: KHickerson@piccardhomes.com
www.piccardhomes.com
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How to
reduce noise
in the home

N

oise in a home is a problem
that can affect just about anyone. Noise can occur inside
or be the product of noisy situations
outside of the home. Eventually these
sounds can try a homeowner’s patience, but there are various ways to
cope with noise.
• Reduce the human scope of
noise. One of the first steps to take is
reducing the amount of noise generated by people inside of the house.
If video games are noisy, encourage
children to wear headphones so the
entire household is not subjected to
the sounds of the game. Set limits on
the volume of the television and try to
keep only one set on at a given time
in the house, particularly if televisions
are located in rooms where doors
cannot be closed to block the sound.
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People can also lower their speaking
voices inside of the house.
• Use sound-dampening furnishings. There are many benefits to
having hardwood flooring throughout a home, including its beauty. But
hardwood flooring could reflect sound
waves and cause them to echo around
the house. Area rugs will do some to
muffle the sound, but carpeting is a
good method of sound insulation. The
carpeting and the padding underneath
will absorb sounds, including footfalls
on floors above. Hanging pictures on
the wall and using drapery on windows also can absorb sound and prevent it from bouncing off of bare walls.
• Change windows. If sounds
are coming from outside, it might be
worth the investment to upgrade windows, although this can prove costly.
Many homeowners with outdoor noise
issues install triple-paned windows,
which reduce sound and also provide
significant energy savings. Changing
the window frames is another option.
Metal frames will transmit sound better than wood, fiberglass or vinyl.
• Install door sweeps. A door

sweep is not only effective at preventing drafts, but sweeps can prevent
sounds from coming out as well.
• Check where drywall ends.
Most drywall is not installed flush
with the floor surface. Remove the
base molding and you might find an
inch gap from the floor where sound
can escape. You can reduce noise by
using a spray foam insulation in this
area and then replacing the molding.
A similar tactic can be used around
electrical outlets.
• Add additional insulation.
Thicker walls make it hard for sound
to travel throughout a home. You also
can install a sound-stopping wallboard
over existing drywall. Putting more
insulation in the attic can reduce
weather sounds generated from rain
falling on the roof.
• Plant sound-buffering trees
and shrubs. For sounds that are
generated outdoors, a sound bluff, like
a line of thick bushes, can dull sound
and provide added privacy.
Exploring different ways to reduce
noise in a home can create a more
peaceful environment. _

CELEBRATING 43 YEARS
Thanks to all of our past & present customers for helping us reach
this milestone. You are our best advertisers!

• Phippin’s Custom and
Designer’s Choice cabinets
• Meganite & Corian countertops
• Laminated countertops
• Granite & Quartz
20807 Coastal Hwy., Rehoboth Beach, DE
302-212-2189 • www.phippins.com
DESIGNER MILE
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Baby on
the way?
Time to set up
the nursery

E

xpecting parents eagerly anticipate the arrival of their new
bundle of joy. After nine months
of waiting to see what he or she looks
like and wanting to cuddle their newborn, the baby's arrival is a momentous event.
As most people know, for such a
little person, babies seemingly need a
ton of gear and other items. One thing
the baby will eventually need is a nursery to call home. Although newborns
do spend the first few months of their
lives often tucked in at night in a bassinet or co-sleeper cradle in mom's bedroom, chances are the infant will nap
or gradually spend increasing amounts
of time in his or her own room.
Outfitting the nursery with the
essentials can mean comfort and convenience.
To some parents, every baby product out there is a necessity. But in reality, there are maybe a handful of things
to put into the nursery - at least for the
time being - to adequately provide for
the baby.

Crib
At some point in the near future,
baby will be doing most of his or
her sleeping exclusively in the crib.
Although that can seem like a far-off
goal now that your little one prefers
to sleep in your arms while watching late-night television, after a few
months junior will become comfortable with his or her room and may
even enjoy the security the crib
provides.
Before selecting a crib, be sure to
check for certain recalls and ensure
the brand and model are not on the
list. The crib should be sturdy and
meet guidelines for minimum spacing
between spindles. Older, hand-medown cribs are not recommended.
Although drop-side cribs may offer
ease of placing baby inside, some of
these types of cribs have been recalled
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in the past for faulty railings that trap
the infant. A stationary sided crib is
another choice.
Position the crib away from items
that can be pulled into the crib by curious hands. Try to keep it away from
windows for draft reasons and also
to avoid window-fall accidents. Cribs
should be free of breathing obstructions, like stuffed animals or puffy side
bumpers to reduce the risk of SIDS.

Changing table
Most parents prefer a convenient
changing table that also stores diapers and toiletries. Although it may
not always be possible to travel to the
nursery for every diaper change, you
can still equip the nursery with a table
or another sturdy place to change your
infant. Some dressers double as changing tables in their design. A small
loveseat or a guest bed in the nursery
can also be a place to change the baby
and provide a comfortable place to
rest when he or she is waking up in the
middle of the night.
It is important never to leave a baby
unattended on any surface because

you never know the moment when he
or she will learn to roll over or move
enough to fall off of the changing
surface.

Safety devices
Although infants are too young to
get into much trouble, babies eventually become very active and curious.
Take the time now to babyproof the
nursery. Select window coverings that
cannot be pulled down or do not feature cords that can present a strangulation hazard.
All outlets should be blocked with
a safety plug or some sort of cover to
deter little fingers from seeking them
out. Secure cords to lamps and other
electronic devices in cord keepers.
Latches for drawers, closets and
other doors can deter baby from getting into places that can be dangerous.
Door knob covers enable adults to
open doors but are too tricky for toddlers to figure out.
When selecting furniture, look for
items with rounded corners, which
are safer should a child fall into the
furniture. _

Decks

It’s what we do.

DECKS
R US
Since 1967
Excellence in a World of Compromise

Call For A FREE
Consultation & Estimate

302.644.8237

5 YEAR LABOR WARRANTY
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Look for Cape Gazette’s Fall Home & Garden supplement,
coming September 2017.
Call 645-7700 for more information.
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For all your home improvement needs, choose

Del-Coast Design & Build, LLC

Additions

Garage

Three-Season Rooms

• Decks
• Screened Porches
• Garages
• Sheds

• Additions
• Kitchen Design
• Quality Workmanship
• Family Owned

CALL TODAY
(302) 947-4436 or visit
www.delcoastdb.com

2009 NARI®

Contractor
of the Year

10% Senior Citizen Discount • Free Estimates
We accept VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER & AMEX

If You Are Looking to
“Clean Up” This Spring
There is No Better Resource to Assist You Than

The Lee Ann Wilkinson Group
Superior Service, outStanding reSultS

SUSSEX COUNTY’S #1 SALES GROUP*
FOR MORE THAN 15 YEARS!
Direct: (302) 645-6664

LeeAnnGroup.com
16698 Kings Highway, Suite A, Lewes, DE

A member of the franchise system of BHH Affiliates, LLC

*According to statistics of sales reported to the Sussex County Association of REALTORS® Multiple Listing Service

